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Meeting a Legend
hen I was about nine years old, I admired Steve Kemp, an outfielder for the
WDetroit Tigers. 1 don't remember much about him, or why I liked him. Could
have been the curly hair. Or his uniform number (33 ). Who knows? I'm not
sure I was that discerning back then.
As a teenager, my focus shifted to music, and I started memorizing biographical
material about Jim Morrison. I knew nearly nothing about my own family, but I could
somehow rattle off mundane facts about this dead rock-and-roller.
I'm sure I wasn't the only kid fascinated by the glorious fa<;: ade of athletes and enter
tainers. And I wonder how many of us met these heroes and were disappointed that the
off-the-stage reality didn't match the on-the-stage persona. I never did encounter Kemp
or Morrison, but I have friends who have met famous people and came away less than
impressed.
We should never meet our heroes, or so the saying goes.
But then there's the story of Mary Ann Watson, who had the chance to meet-and
work alongside-someone she has admired most of her life. And she was anything but
disappointed.
Watson, an EMU pro
fessor of communication,
media & theatre arts, col
laborated with Boston
College's Michael C. Keith
to bring us Norman
Corwin's One World Flight:
The Lost Journal of Radio's
Greatest Writer
(Continuum, 2009). She
first learned about the
radio
icon 40 years ago
EMU professor Mary Ann Watson with Norman Corwin.
while studying at the
University of Michigan and immediately became a fan. A year ago, she found herself in
Los Angeles-in Co1win's home-leafing through pages of his handwritten journal.
The entries were 60 years old but still danced on the page, a poignant look at the post
WWII world ("In His Own Words," p. 31 ).
When asked to sum up the experience, Watson said she found Corwin to be brilliant,
gracious and kind, and she kept thinking one thing: "Isn't life delicious?"
So maybe meeting your hero isn't always a bad thing. Perhaps the key is choosing
whom to admire in the first place. Now that I'm an adult, a slugger like Kemp or a
singer like Morrison would never earn my adoration. I appreciate the talent but would
rather save my praise for a humanitarian like Norman Corwin. Thanks to Watson for
sharing him with us. - DG
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From the President

A year ofrenewal. A year of" swing."

I

f you stood on campus today and took a 360-degree view,
you'd see cranes and construction, forklifts and facelifts.
There are also a lot ofinitiatives that you wouldn't see from
outside. When it's completed, all this activity will transform the
face of Eastern Michigan University.
Construction of the Science Complex is moving rapidly and
on schedule. Workers are framing the exposed steel beams,
which will allow interior construction to continue throughout
the winter.
We also are preparing for a massive on-campus migration as
we move toward the renovation of Pray-Harrold. The migra
tion involves the move of340 faculty and staff members to

other locations on campus for nearly 18 months. The effort is
labeled "swing space"-alluding to the massive "swing" of fac
ulty and staff to alternate offices and classrooms. We decided to
shut down nearly all of Pray-Harrold to allow renovations to
happen at the fastest and most efficient pace. This is a challeng
ing processi we appreciate the support and cooperation of our
campus community, whose members are working so hard to
make this happen despite the inevitable disruption.
We are pleased to be adding to our excellent faculty, with 42
new searches under way. These additions will help accommo
date our expanding enrollment. Winter enrollment was up
nearly five percent over winter 2009. Eastern's growth is
among the highest of Michigan's unjversities as we continue

our mission of Education First by focusing on academic quali
ty, access and affordability. Vie currently have 21,569 students,
our highest winter enrollment since 2005.
Student success remains our highest priority as we head
into 2010. Broad-ranging efforts are under way, involving a
cross section of faculty, Academic Affairs and Student Affairs.
We are seeking new ways to more effectively engage our stu
dents and help them succeed. I deeply appreciate the focus of
faculty and staff who are working hard to create and imple
ment new initiatives.
An important demonstration of the link between our history
and our exciting future recently took place. Eastern was award
ed a W.K. Kellogg Foundation Woodrow Wilson Michigan
Teaching Fellowship to help train new teachers in the vital
STEM (Science, Technology, Engmeering and Math) areas.
Our selection for trus award is the direct result of the excellent
faculty and leadership in our colleges, particularly Education
and Arts and Sciences. Their vision and success led to our
recognHion and inclusion in this important program.
We continue to identify unique ways to showcase the
enthusiasm and excellence ofour students. As an example, we
recently held a "Marketing Idol" competition, presented by a
partnership of our E-Hoops Group and the College of
Business. The competition was presented before a large audi
ence and featured a format similar to the rut television show,
"American Idol." Student teams prepared and presented mar
keting plans to promote attendance at Eastern basketball
games. We are pleased to say that several of the ideas have
become part of our basketball marketing effott.
You ""ill find additional stories in this issue that highlight
our wonderful faculty and staff, as well as the exciting events
happening on campus. We value your support and interest and
want to hear from you. Visit our web site ( emich.edu) for
more information, and feel free to send me your own story
about what makes Eastern Michigan University a great institu
tion: president@)emich.edu. Eastern is your university. Stay
involved!
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Meeting the Challenge
Kresge Initiative provides new science equipment
by Sheryl James

T

his is a good time to be a sci
ence major at Eastern
Michigan University.
A very, very good time.
The S 100 million renovation
and expansion of the Mark
Jefferson Science Complex
one of the largest such building
projects in EMU's history-is
proceeding on schedule. The
sight of the 72,000-square-foot

almost as much as the equip
ment itself.
The EMU Foundation raised
$2,068,000-a decent portion of
it after the economic meltdown
of 2008.
It was sweet success all the
way around, and over in Mark
Jefferson, they spell "success"
s-p-e-c-t-r-o-p-h-o-t-o-m-e-t-e-r.
A spectrophotometer, one of
the pieces of equipment pur
chased through the Challenge,

College of Arts and Sciences at
EMU. "Lots of times, faculty
members have a big project in
mind, a problem to solve, a goal
to reach that involves lots of lab
oratory work. They don't have
time to do all of this, so they
bring in graduate students and
show them around the lab.
That's how science gets done:·
Using instrumentation pur
chased through the Kresge
Initiative provides many more
opportunities for students to
get involved in research, "So it
just creates a real exciting
atmosphere;'Tornquist says. He
added that even though the
new equipment is in the biology
and chemistry departments, the
interdisciplinary design of Mark
Jefferson Science Complex
allows faculty and students from
virtually all of the science
departments to benefit.

D

Dr. Marianne Laporte demonstrates a Shellab Shaking Incubator purchased
with funds from the Kresge Initiative.

science lab/research expansion
alone stirs excitement.
But August 2009 brought an
equally exciting moment for sci
ence lovers and everyone else at
EMU: the successful conclusion
of the three-year-long Kresge
Science Equipment Initiative.
This challenge grant program
has added more than 20 pieces
of new lab equipment to EMU's
chemistry and biology depart
ments, and created an endow
ment fund that will pay for
equipment maintenance, a vital
necessity that costs over time
6
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allows biochemical investigation
of the structure and function of
proteins. Other pieces of sophis
ticated, state-of-the-art equip
ment purchased via the Kresge
Initiative include a Lachet
Discrete Analyzer, which meas
ures nutrients in water samples,
and a $100,000 fluorescence acti
vated cell sorter, which allows
faculty and students to run a cell
through a computer and tag an
antibody or protein on the cell.
"This is great for both faculty
and students;· says Dr. Wade
Tornquist, associate dean of the

r. Marianne Laporte, head
of the biology department,
says her faculty can now do
research with students much
more easily. "We've got a lot of
molecular biology equipment,
and it allowed us to have stu
dents do state-of-the-art molecu
lar biology in class. When I first
started teaching, I would bring
my own research equipment
into the classroom, which meant
only one person at a time could
use it. This Kresge Initiative
allowed us to buy some of that
equipment for the teaching lab,
so more than one student can
use it. There is also less wear and
tear on the research equipment.
"All of this means we can
increase the number of tech
niques we can expose students
to, which makes them more
employable and increases their
chances of getting into gradu
ate programs:'
The Kresge Foundation is a
$2.9 billion national foundation
that builds stronger nonprofit
organizations. EMU was awarded
the Kresge Science Equipment

Initiative Grant in March 2006. At
the outset, the grant gave EMU
$250,000 to purchase equipment
after the departments raised
$500,000 on their own. Of the
total raised, American Electric
Power (AEP) donated $850,000.
Instrumental in obtaining that
gift were Michael Morris, an EMU
alumnus, former EMU regent and
AEP CEO; and Dale Heydlauff
(BS79), AEP vice president for
communications and EMU
Foundation trustee.
Another major foundation
donor was the Rollin M.
Gerstacker Foundation, which
donated $25,000.
After the initial challenge
was met, Kresge offered to
award EMU another $250,000 if
the University could raise a total
of $1 million, which was accom
plished last summer.
Other donors of significant
gifts include the estates of Prema
D. Arya, former EMU faculty
member Donald F.M. Brown, and
Lucille M. Riley. Among the indi
viduals who donated are EMU
Emeritus Professor William E.
Fennel through his current giv
ing and estate plan; Dr. Mark R.
Sadzikowski, a former student of
Fennel, in honor of him; David
and Lana Berry, EMU alumni;
John Bodary, alumnus and EMU
Foundation trustee; Ron Reed,
alumnus and EMU Foundation
trustee; and Carolyn Hartnett.
"Our donors were so gener
ous;' says Jill Hunsberger, senior
development director at the
EMU Foundation. "The fact that
we were able to finish the cam
paign after the market dropped
so severely was just wonderful:'
Hunsberger says the Kresge
Initiative is one of the largest
fundraising projects in EMU's
history.
As exciting as the comple
tion of the initiative was, hold
the champagne. A formal cele
bration will not take place until
sometime in the spring of 2010,
Hunsberger says. I!

Reduce, Reuse... Recycle!

Eastern Michigan
University is doing its
part to reduce the amount
of recyclable material it
sends to the landfill-an
important part of keeping
the Earth clean. With recycle
bins around almost every
corner on campus, and
several recycling programs
in place, the University has
been working to recycle
paper, cardboard, electronics,
and harmful/toxic materials.
To demonstrate, here are
some statistics on EMU's
recycling from June 2007 to
July 2008.

My Inspiration
Gary Evans

professor of communication, media & theatre arts

Areas of expertise: intercultural communication, interracial

communication, leadership communication, peace communica
tion (conflict, human understanding)
Research interest: perceptions other cultures have of

Americans

Inspiration: Seeing where it happened. "I've traveled all around
the world, but I never travel without going to where students
have taken action against repressive governments. The history of
the university in human affairs is very, very significant to me.
Bucharest. Prague. Budapest. Tiananmen Square. I find universi
ties and student rebellion extremely powerful. University stu
dents are at an intellectual point in their lives where they have
very high values. Other than labor unions and universities, there
aren't a lot of places for people to gather and talk about their
idealism, about who the enemy is, about what is right and what
is wrong. The first assignment I give to my students-in every
class-is to talk and write about what it means to be a universit)'
student. They talk about idealism and diversity, and then they
slowly begin to see an interconnectedness that they couldn't see
when they were in high school. That is energizing to me:'

Paper/Cardboard: 232 tons,
If we split that evenly, 116
tons of paper would be

enough to fill the historic
Ypsilanti water tower eight
times. If the 116 tons of
cardboard were large pizza
boxes, the cardboard would
comprise more than
682,352 boxes-a stack
21.5 miles high. That's
three miles more than the
length of all the walkways
and jogging trails on
campus.

I

Harmful/toxic materials:
10.3 tons, or enough to fill

Jones Pool 388 times.

Electronics:
239.6 tons. If each pound

represents one cubic foot of
space, that's enough to fill
the Mark Jefferson science
building two and one half
times.
-Leah Shutes
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Vitamin D-ficiency
Students look into why their fellow Saudis aren't getting
enough of this bone-building nutrient

by Rebecca Kavanagh

_
,
D
I

t stands to reason that insuffi
cient vitamin D would be a
common concern among
Michiganders, who see twice as
many cloudy days as sunny ones
each year.
Although residents of the
Mitten State kid about the cli
mate ("We have four seasons:
Almost Winter, Winter, Still
Winter, and Construction"), vita
min D deficiency is no joking
matter. Low levels have been
associated with rickets and
osteoporosis, and research has
shown a connection to immune
deficiency, cardiovascular dis
ease, diabetes and cancer. While

8
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this essential fat-soluble vitamin
can be found in fish, eggs and
fortified milk, sunlight is the
body's major source of vitamin D.
So who would expect a defi
ciency of this major bone
strengthening vitamin in Saudi
Arabia, where the blazing sun
sends summer temperatures
soaring above 100 degrees
Fahrenheit? Wedad Azhar and
Nada A I -Theyab, that's who.
The two EMU graduate stu
dents-both dieticians from
Saudi Arabia-approached Dr.
George Liepa, professor of Health
Sciences, about completing their
thesis research projects in their

home country. They'd both seen
enough cases of rickets in their
professional lives to know that
further study was warranted.
With funding provided by
King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia,
Azhar would look at the vitamin
D status of women in Mecca, the
holiest meeting site of Islam, 40
miles inland from the Red Sea.
Meanwhile, AI-Theyab would
conduct her study in Riyadh, the
country's capital and largest city,
situated in the center of the
Arabian Peninsula.
During the summer of 2008,
they each interviewed roughly
100 women between the ages
of 20 and 60. Participants pro
vided a blood sample, recorded
everything they'd eaten within
the previous 24 hours, and
answered questions about their
lives, including how much time
they spent outside each day.
"Saudi Arabia is sun
drenched throughout the year,
providing ample sunlight for
adequate vitamin D production;'
says Azhar. "Yet 97% of the
women I studied in Mecca were
classified as vitamin D deficient.
I was expecting to find a defi
ciency, but I wasn't expecting
those numbers:·
She notes that most Saudis
limit the time they spend out
doors during the day because
the heat can be unbearable.
And it's hardest on women:
Culture and religion dictate that
women dress in a dark veil
called an abaya, which covers
them from head to toe and
soaks up the sun's rays.
Indeed, Azhar found that
80% of her study participants
spent less than 15 minutes in
the sun, and 72% of them
reported covering their entire
bodies except for their hands

when outside. Not surprisingly,
the small percentage of women
who reported having their own
backyards or swimming pools
where they were free to expose
their legs and arms to the sun
had significantly higher vitamin
D concentrations that the oth
ers. Further inland in Riyadh, AI
Theyab was surprised to not
find any normal levels of vitamin
D in her subjects.
"We should do a better job
educating women about the
sun's benefits;· she says. "They
need to know that they don't
have to go outside at the hottest
point of the day to absorb vita
min D. They can come out after 4
p.m., when the sun isn't as harsh,
and still benefit:'
Azhar and AI-Theyab were
among roughly 1,000 interna
tional students from 85 countries
attending EMU during 2008. In
addition to attending classes on
the Ypsilanti campus, they took
courses from Saudi Arabia via the
university's online program. Dr.
Liepa even conducted Azhar's
final exam in real time over the
Internet-at 8 a.m. in Michigan
and 9 p.m. in Mecca. He says he's
pleased that his students' work
could result in better health for
their fellow citizens.
"We're realizing that we've
got really inadequate levels of
vitamin D;' he says. "This is
almost like missionary work to
determine the severity and start
talking about ways to reverse it:·
AI-Theyab appreciates her
professor's support and guid
ance, and is grateful to her
country for the funding. "I'd like
to thank King Abdullah for giv
ing me the opportunity to work
on this project;' she says. "It feels
good to do research that will
help my people:' t!

Tapping Internal Talent: Students
Wnew ways to market its

hen EMU began seeking

men's and women's basketball
teams, it turned to one of its
most valuable resources-its
students.
In a unique integration of
academics and athletics, stu
dents in EMU's Sports and Event
Marketing class, taught by
Professor of Marketing Sam
Fullerton, formed teams and
spent the fall semester crafting
comprehensive marketing plans
to increase game attendance.

The teams then presented
their ideas in a "Marketing Idol"
competition patterned after the
"American ldol"TV series. The
event took place at the
Convocation Center Dec. 12. A
TV-style stage with theatrical
lighting, video and sound added
to the atmosphere.
EMU celebrity judges cri
tiqued the 1 a-minute presenta
tions. The top three teams, as
determined by audience vote,
received cash awards. The win
ning team included Kathleen

Gibbons, a senior international
business major from Livonia;
Katherine Sessoms, a senior man
agement major from Novi; and
Joy Rabideau, a senior marketing
major from Ypsilanti. Their "Proud
to Be an Eagle" campaign consist
ed of an EMU's Got Talent Contest
built around the game, viral mar
keting, Flock of Eagles fan loyalty,
an EMU frequent gamer program
and local high school outreach.
College of Business Dean
David Mielke says the project
gave students an exceptional
opportunity to put their class
work into practice.
"This project is a great exam-

pie of the integration of academ
ics and athletics;· Mielke says. "It
gave the students great satisfac
tion to know that their ideas
would be implemented. Some of
the plans were at the level you'd
expect from a high-quality con
sulting firm. Our Division of
Communications will incorporate
components into our basketball
marketing strategy. This is some
thing the students can be very
proud of and refer to during job
interviews'.'
Because the project was so
successful, Dean Mielke says
EMU may incorporate it in future
courses. -JeffSamoray

Total Interior Ground Area:
88,000 sq. ft.
Surface:
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Honoring Our Best
"Teaching is not a
profession. It's a
passion."

-Anonymous

G

reat teachers give us hope,
direction and confidence
in ourselves. We all remember
the teachers who inspired us
the most, the ones who
touched our lives and pushed
us further than we ever
dreamed we could go.
Eight EMU professors, all
prime examples of these quali
ties, were honored at Eastern
Michigan University's 19th
Annual Teaching Excellence
Awards in October. These edu
cators, nominated by alumni
and current students, were
selected for their ability to craft
a legacy in the classroom and
beyond.
Pirooz Aghssa, associate
professor in communication,
media and theatre arts, joined
EMU in 1 992. He is known for
his enthusiasm, compassion,
thoughtfulness, and vast
knowledge of the theater. His
contributions include directing
several large campus plays, and
advising three campus theater
programs.
Edward I. Sidlow, professor
of political science and an EMU
alumnus (BA74), returned to
EMU in 1 995. In addition to
teaching, he comments regular
ly on radio stations WWJ and
WJR, as well as Detroit's Fox

10
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News. His nomination for the
award was supported by more
than 30 student letters.
An associate professor of
communication, media, and
theatre arts, Doris Fields
returned to EMU in 1996 after
finishing two degrees at
Eastern in 1 990 and 1992. Her
award recognizes her efforts
both inside and outside the
classroom, and her ability to
create a fun and relaxed learn
ing environment.
Shel Levine, associate pro
fessor of clinical exercise and
physiology, was credited for
his knowledge and expertise,
as well as for the coordination
of the exercise science major.
He joined the EMU community
in 1 999, and has been recog
nized for his many publica
tions and presentations, and
for leading the clinical exercise
program at Botsford Hospital
of Novi.

Paul T. Majeske, associate
professor of communication
technology and an EMU alum
nus (BA90, MS92), was honored
for inspiring his students and
giving them the tools they
need for success. Teaching at
EMU since 1991, he is also
involved with the community,
working with a local computer
resource firm and studying the
gaming habits of K-12 students
and their learning styles.
Professor of educational
leadership James E. Barott was
recognized for helping students
become inspired and involved.
He is known for his ability to
make sense of confusing mate
rial. He joined EMU in 1998, and
coordinates the University's
doctoral program in education
al leadership.
A childhood education pro
fessor since 1 981, Karen M.
Paciorek received recognition
for her involvement not only

with the University, but with
other childhood education pro
grams. She works with
preschools and Head Start pro
grams, and is recognized by her
students for making her classes
fun and relevant.
Alicia Li was honored for
motivating her students and
organizing the teacher prepara
tion program for students with
visual impairments. An associ
ate professor of special educa
tion, she works with organiza
tions around Michigan to
broaden understanding of visu
al impairments and to improve
education and rehabilitation of
the blind. She joined EMU in
1994.
The awards were sponsored
by the MEEMIC Insurance
Company, the Krumm Agency,
LLC., the EMU Office for Alumni
Relations and the EMU Alumni
Association. l'I
- Leah Shutes

Expert Picks: Big-Screen Bucket List
On the Waterfront (1 954).

Every era in motion picture history
has produced memorable, inform
ative, moving, entertaining cine
matography. Eastern asked Henry
Aldridge, professor of electronic
media and film studies, the ques
tion: "Which films should alumni
be sure not to miss?" His responses
are below, in chronological order.
All are available on DVD.

Method acting comes to the
screen with a fabulous cast
including Marlon Brando, Eva
Marie Saint and Rod Steiger.
Shot on location in New Jersey,
it featured Leonard Bernstein's
only film score.
The 400 Blows (1959). Francois

The Bicycle Thieves ( 1 948).

Shot on location with non
actors, this moving example of
Italian Neo-Realism follows a
father and his son's search for a
stolen bicycle in Rome.

Truffaut's autobiographical film,
shot in Paris, initiated the influ
ential French New Wave move
ment that calls attention to the
director as the shaping creative
force in filmmaking.

Nicholson stars as detective
Jake Gittes; director John
Huston turns in a splendid per
formance as water baron Noah
Cross. Faye Dunaway is his
abused daughter.
Taxi Driver (1976). This film is

Martin Scorsese's look at the
seamy side of New York. Robert
de Niro stars as disturbed veter
an Travis ("you lookin' at me?"),
and a very young Jodie Foster is
the girl he rescues. The dark, sin
ister score by Bernard Herrmann
was his last.

A film br

F R A N <; O I S T R U FfAUT
Jte-.lS,n,U....

Phantom of the Opera (1925).
This is an outstanding version of
the classic tale. Lon Chaney is
the ultimate Eric. The film even
contains an early two-color
Technicolor sequence.
The General (1926). The story is

based on a true Civil War tale of
a stolen Confederate locomo
tive. The production was Buster
Keaton's masterpiece.
The Adventures of Robin
Hood (1938). This was a lavish,

swashbuckling vehicle for the
young, handsome Errol Flynn
and beautiful Olivia de
Havilland. It was shot in brilliant
Technicolor with an Academy
Award-winning score by Eric
Korngold.

Sunset Boulevard (1950).

Hollywood took a poignant look
at itself with magnificent per
formances by Gloria Swanson,
Eric Von Stroheim, and William
Holden. The film was directed
by Billy Wilder with a score by
Franz Waxman.

Bonnie and Clyde (1967).
Arthur Penn's fast and furious
portrayal of two Depression-era
criminals gives new meaning to
the term "graphic violence:'
Starring Warren Beatty and Faye
Dunaway.

Do the Right Thing (1989).
Spike Lee takes a compelling
look at the events of one hot
day in the Bedford-Stuyvesant
neighborhood.
(500) Days of Summer (2009).
This poignant romance with an
interesting narrative approach is
one of the most imaginative and
delightful films in a decade. I!

Chinatown (1974). This was

Roman Polanski's tribute to film
noir detective stories. Jack
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A Conversation with Provost Jack Kay
by Darcy Gifford

Dr. Jack Kay took the reins as provost

and executive vice president in August

after a successful tenure as provost
and vice chancellorfor academic

affairs at the University of Michigan
i
Flint. His f rstfew months have

included meeting with more than 300

faculty members and hearing their

ideasfor enhancing academic life at

EMU.

Eastern: Before you took the job as provost, you were quoted as saying �Eastern is
destined for great things." Will you expound upon that?
Kay: I see Eastern Michigan University as the institution that has the history, and the
willingness, to do things about the issues within the state. All of our colleges are
doing great things. For example, I'm excited about what the College JfEducation is
doing, particularly as we look at the challenges in science, technology, e ,gineering
and math. l think we're going to see a real revolution in the way we're p::oducing
teachers who wUI excel in those areas.

12
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Two years ago we won the Carnegie Classification for
being a university that is engaged with the community. I see
us doing even more as the needs in Michigan expand. We
don't see the community as a place to go in, research a little
problem, and then leave. We show a real commitment to
staying and collaborating within the community. Those are
the types of things I think are going to result in greatness
over the next few years.

institution committed to discovery. And discovery occurs in
many different ways.

Kay: I totally reject the push-pull. We are a University of

Eastern: I've noticed your vast collection of political pins. When
did you start collecting these?

Eastern: We've read a lot about retention and graduation
rates. What's your take on how we're addressing the issue of
retention?

Kay: Retention is not a term I like to use very often. I like to
look at the notion of student success. And quite frankly,
some students ,,vill come to this university, will
Eastern: ls the current state of Michigan's
take some classes, and will not continue. And
economy changing the way we educate stu
We are an
to say that they will not be successful because
dents? Or how we prepare them?
institution
of that, because we didn't retain them, doesn't
make a lot of sense. Or the student who comes
Kay: The jobs that many of our students will
committed to
here, blossoms and then moves onto another
have don't even exist right now. So we've got
discovery. And
institution and graduates. To say that that stu
to be educating people to continually acquire
discovery
occurs
dent isn't successful because they left Eastern
knowledge. Our commitment to the arts and
really
doesn't make a lot of sense either.
sciences-critical thinking, quantitative rea
in many differ
What
we really need to be defi ning and
soning-will remain at the core of what we
ent ways.
looking at is: what are we doing to help studo. By the same token, we're not so
dents be successful? And success comes in
entrenched in one type of educational
many different ways. We need to make sure that the students
approach. We've become very facile and very good at antici
who come here are given the fullest opportunity to succeed.
pating where the new programs are going to be and then
And that means we need to do more in evaluating how our
putting support there.
advising programs are structured, how our tutoring programs
are working, if we have enough jobs to keep students on cam
Eastern: So, we're preparing students to be lifelong learners?
pus. My real focus here is that we need to make sure we're
giving students the resources to succeed. And if that's meas
Kay: Yes. I don't think we're tied to the traditional K-16 sys
ured by increasing our freshmen-to-sophomore retention
tem. I think Eastern is at the forefront of viewing education
rates, great. But I think we need to look at what creates suc
as a true lifelong learning system.
cess for the students. The whole notion of student engage
ment is so important. And engagement occurs first and fore
Eastern: People often want to categorize a university as either
most within the classroom. Students who feel engaged with a
a teaching institution or a research institution. There's a
faculty member tend to want to stay.
push-pull, if you will. What's your reaction to that?

scholars. We have scholars who love to teach and who use
their research and their creative activities within their teach
ing. We represent the epitome of the teacher-scholar. I don't
like looking at the dichotomy, because teaching and research
work together so well. And the truth of the matter is that at
Eastern, we have excelled at things like undergraduate
research because our faculty is so committed to it. We are an

Kay: When I was 10 years old I participated in a classroom
debate on whether George Romney or John Swainson should
be elected Governor of Michigan. My fifth grade teacher gave
me a Swainson political button and I have been collecting
ever since. I!
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Ten Things at EMU Worth
Bragging About
by Chris Azzopardi

Not to gloat, but-oh, what are we
saying? You read the headline. You
know what you're getting yourself
into. Yeah, we're boasting about 1 0
of EMU's best assets: a school paper
that's still a paper, a billboard-pop
ularized professor and the yum
yums that won't hurt your heart.
We were only thinking ofyou, so the
next time you 're playing My
University Is Better Than Yours
with a pal, you'll win. Thank us
later.

choing On
e're losing newspapers like the
I tters in words (apostrophes r
t e new "g," don't u know?), but
1e Eastern Echo is 128 years
strong. EMU's two-day-a-week
school newspaper has grown in
circulation and local content, and
now has a modernized Web site.
'We're holding our own/' says
Kevin Devine, director of student
media. Hold that for another cen
tury, at least.
ti Forensics Team
ey have little to do with CSI,
at crime drama. But as a team
�-�a seeks truth through communication and performance rather
than blood trails, they continue to

14
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ki!J the competition year after
year. After winning their first
national championship in 1973,
two years after launching, they've
continued to enlighten, entertain
and rank perennially in the top 10
of all collegiate forensics pro
grams in the U.S. How's that for
evidence?
1 establishment, built in 2000
t e College of Health and
uman Services, is state-certified
as eco-friendly, featuring chairs
and fabrics made from recycled
pop bottles, tables formed from
soybeans and floors constructed
out of straw cork and recycled
tires. It's obvious that the
school's color isn't the only
green on campus.

re just might be more student
rganizations than filled parking
s ots. With a whopping 280 (and
counting), there's one for every
one-and everything. Crescendo
Clarinet Club? Check. Disc golf?
Check. Roller hockey? Check.
And the Sailing Club, which went
down almost three decades ago,

will cast off again this spring.
That's something to float, er, gloat
about.

Early College Alliance

is program, which allows stu
cle s to complete their high
h ol diploma requirements
w ·1e earning up to 60 college
credits, began with just 46 stu
dents. For the 2010-20 1 1 school
year, several hundred are enrolled
as they prepare for 2 1st-century
careers and gain college experi
ence they might not otherwise get.
All for free.

ost of us know someone fighting
;ve seas, but who knew that many
em will attend EMU once
hey return home? vVith one of
the largest veteran student popula
tions in the state of Michigan, the
University's gung-ho about assist
ing student veterans. Recently, the
Regents even extended in-state
tuition to all U.S. veterans nation
wide. One more reason we can
feel proud of EMU.

her the face of EMU. No,
a y-the longtime professor
pears on billboards that
aunched in October 2008 pro
moting the school. But Dr. Neff is
more than just another pretty face.
She's a popular professor ( who
hasn't been told to take one of her
classes?) and an established
author, and has enough awards
including the Michigan
Distinguished Professor Award
to fill one of the lecture' halls she
teaches in.

· k this; You went to the same
s o 1 as the father of modern
l;?ie kfast cereal.John Harvey
e logg attended EMU-then
known as Michigan Normal
School-in the mid-1 800s before
he created cornflakes. Literary
luminaries, hall-of-fame athletes
("Iceman," anyone?) and famous
actors-including Law <& Order:
Special Victims Unit's Dann
Florek- also have EMU ties. How
cool are you?

\

ere can you see the world?
ght here at EMU. Plop down on
bench in the middle of the path
cutting through campus and see a
melting pot of people. Think of the
University as Disney's Epcot-but
with mind rides. Known for its
myriad cultures, Eastern also has
one of the most welcoming cam
puses in the country. Even the
squirrels feel right at home.

.,.

ru doesn't have to be
e s , n that's why Chef Tom
ur�y� s hired in 2006 to bring
sometFwi.g new to the table. And
that's literally what he didre acing fried with fresh and cut
" tin waste, all the while improving
e school's food reputation. The
gag-giving label "dorm food" bit
the dust and now means more
than butter-sopped bites. Eat up,
Eagles. 11
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Overcoming the Odds

Create your own second chances to succeed, says television's ''ludge Mathis"

G

by Darcy Gifford

reg Mathis (BS83) is many things-TV personality, leadership-to show America the way to future prosperity and
judge, author, social activist-but his self-concept is world stability," he told the nearly 1,800 graduates. "In the
simpler. 'Tm an inspirational figure who has over midst of the worst times, you have the opportunity to guide
your country out of the darkness and lead us into the light. As
come tremendous odds," he said.
That could be the understatement of the
year. Best known for the wildly popular "Judge
Mathis," a nationally syndicated television
show that debuted in 1 999, Mathis was once a
gang member and high school dropout who
spent time in jail before turning his life around.
He credits his mother's strong faith and
her appreciation for education as anchors dur
ing a poverty-stricken childhood.
"She required me and my three brothers to
go to church three times a week," he recalled.
"Even though we lived in a crime-ridden
housing project, church was somewhat of a
shelter. And after I was kicked out of the pub
lic schools, she paid for me to attend church
school. It gave me a means to overcome the
destructive ways of the street that I had suc
cumbed to."
Mathis' message to EMU grads, December 2009: The economy may be bad, but opportunity is expansive. Now
Given a second chance, Mathis earned his more than ever, Eastern alumni can exercise leadership through innovation and critical thinking.
GED and was admitted to Eastern Michigan
University. Within 1 2 years of graduation he had worked for you seek your opportunity to lead, you must be patient and
Detroit Mayor Coleman Young, had run the Detroit campaign prepare yourself."
He was frank about the obstacles he's faced, from his rough
for Jessie Jackson's presidential bid, and was a Superior Court
judge for Michigan's 36th District-the youngest person in youth to dealing with a harsh Michigan economy upon gradu
ation in 1983. And although life may seem rosy now-he and
the state to hold the post.
Now he has one of the longest-running court shows on tel wife Linda Reese Mathis (BS85) have four children and spend
evision, and he has appeared on CNN, Fox News, the Today half of the year in California-he acknowledged that life still
Show and The Tonight Show with Jay Leno. As a sort of poster throws obstacles his way. The key is not getting deterred. It's
boy for second chances, Mathis is tireless in his efforts to help about creating your own second chances.
"I came to one of the few universities in Michigan that
others-whether visiting jails or helping rebuild the low
would give a second chance to people locked in economic and
income housing area where he grew up.
Mathis views his efforts to give back as part of the formula social depression," he said. "Eastern showed me the road to
for leading a fulfilling life. He brought his message of hope and success, but it wasn't easy, even after I got my degree. You'll
perseverance to Eastern on Dec. 20 in an impassioned com find that you have to go through many hoops-many doors
to achieve your success. Don't ever give up. And when they
mencement address.
"In the worst economic job market since the Depression of close the door of opportunity in your face, just kick it down.
the 1930s, you have the best opportunity for innovation and Fight for your success." Ill
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Big Brains Bust Myths
by Amy Whitesall
In the hands of a credible messenger, there's no arguing with the ubiquitous "they. "
When your mother tells you, "They say breakfast is the most important meal of the day,"
who's going to argue? It seems plausible, and Mom wouldn't steer you wrong.
It seems like "they" have something new to tell us every day, and after a while, whatever it is
"they" say begins to look likefact, giving momentum to our urban legends, modern myths and
stuff we thought we knew.
So in the interest ofsetting the record straight, we pulled together a random assortment of
commonly accepted (and occasionally rejected) knowledge and presented it to experts who
would get even Mom's stamp of approval-Eastern Michigan faculty.
Here's what we learned.

Getting a flu shot will give you the flu
The respiratory influenza vaccine in your flu shot is made
with an inactive fonn of the virus (and has been for many
years), but the myth that you can contract the flu from a flu
shot may even be more stubborn than the virus itself.
"(The myth is) absolutely not true," said EMU nursing pro
fessor Nancy Higgins. "The flu vaccine is a deactivated vac-

" '

Illustrations by Stacy Innerst

cine. There's no live virus in it whatsoever."
(HlNl flu vaccine, incidentally, is made exactly the same
way as seasonal flu vaccine, subject to the same standards,
checks and balances. No live virus in that, either.)
The myth persists mainly because people are quick to
blame all kinds of general seasonal malaise on the flu.
"When you get a vaccine of any kind, your body goes into
the mode of 'something unusual has entered the body and I
need to work to get rid of it,' and it starts making antibodies,"
Higgins said. "For a small percentage of people (less than S
percent) who get a seasonal flu shot, as their bodies get into
the mode of making antibodies they might feel a little viral."
Those symptoms would include a little fatigue and some
mild achiness, but nothing even close to the full-blown flu.
Others pick up some random bug around the same time they
get their flu shot, or are exposed to the flu in the two weeks
before their body builds up its flu antibodies.
"Often we don't know for two days before we get sick,"
Higgins said.
"I always ask people, 'Did you feel like you were going to
die?' and 'Did you want to die?' If the answer is no, it wasn't
the flu."
-Higgins is an RN, MSN, and director of the
EMU Bachelor of Science in Nursing program.
She has had her flu shot.
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No two snowflakes are exactly alike

It may all look the same when it piles up on the sidewalk; it
may have come from the same cloud on the same day and land
ed in your yard within the second, but what they say is true: no
two snowflakes are alike.

Because all water molecules have a 1 20-degree angle
between their hydrogen and oxygen bonds, the ice c1ystals that
make up a snowflake tend to be six-sided, which is why all
snowflakes have six arms. At that microscopic level, when ice
crystals begin to form on the dust particles called the ice nuclei,
snowflakes are pretty similar.
After that, all bets are off.
"How they grow depends on very small fluctuations of tem
perature and moisture within the cloud," said EMU meteorol
ogist Tom Kovacs. "It's the random movement through the
fields of temperature and moistures that dictates what the crys
tals look like."
Snowflakes form when water in the gas phase moves
directly into the solid phase and deposits on an ice nucleus,
which floats around the cloud, collecting ice crystals. By the
time they get to the ground, Kovacs says, they've traveled and
been shaped by their own different and very complex path.
-Kovacs is an associate professor in EMU's Geography and
Geology departmen� where he teaches atmospheric science.

Mark Twain once said, "The coldest
winter I ever spent was a summer in
San Francisco:'
Like so many quotes attributed to Twain, it's funny and
concise, a biting little nugget of truthiness that's as apt today as
it was back in Twain's day.
There's just one hitch.
"He never said anything like that," said EMU English asso
ciate professor Joseph Csicsila. "Someone once asked him if
he'd ever seen such a cold winter and he replied, 'Yes, last sum18
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mer in Paris,' or something like that, but there's no record in
his letters or his writings of him making that particular state
ment (about San Francisco)."
But that's how it goes with Twain. You'd be hard pressed
to find a more oft-misquoted American author. In 1 897
Twain was in London when a newspaper reporter, following
up on the reported death of someone named Clemens, called
Twain's office to see if it was him. Twain instructed his peo
ple to tell them the report was an exaggeration.
From that we get " Reports of my death have been greatly
exaggerated," a phrase Twain later crafted into his autobiog
raphy, but never actually uttered, Csicsila says.
Other faux-Twain classics: "Golf is a good walk spoiled,"
"Everyone talks about the weather, but no one does anything
about it," and "There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies,
and statistics."
Twain himself attributed the third comment to 19th
Century British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli, though
many stubbornly insist on giving Twain credit for it.
"It seems to me if people can't attribute it to Mark Twain,
if they can't source it, they'll then assume it's Will Rogers,"
Csicsila said. "Both have gift for crafting ve1y pithy one-line
statements that have this droll edge to them. When you see a

delicious one-liner with an element of drollness, people just
assume it must be Twain. I suppose there are worse things to
have people attribute to you."
-Csicsila is co-editor of the Mark Twain Annual, the go-to
journal for Twain scholars. In addition to many journal articles
on Twain, Csicsila has written two books: C e ntenary
Reflections on Mark Twain's No. 44, The Mysterious
Stranger (Missouri Press 2009), and another due out next fall,
Heretical Fiction: Religion and the Literature of Mark
Twain. His personal favorite Twain quote (and this one's legit)
is: "In the first place God made idiots-that was for practice.
Then he made school boards... "

(J Brown sugar is better for you

V than white sugar

We know that brown rice is better for us than white; same
goes for bread and pasta, so why not sugar? Yeah! Sugar that's
good for you! Found in the grocery store right next to the neg
ative-calorie chocolate, right?
Nice try. The brown sugar myth is an example of good rea
soning gone bad-or plain old wishful thinking.
We regret to inform you that brown sugar is just white table
sugar with a little molasses added for color. The molasses con-

,

You can find all the sugar your body needs in fruits and veg
etables, she explains, and the less sugar you consume, the less
your body will crave it over time. People actually get into trou
ble with raw sugar, because they overestimate its "healthiness"
and use too much.
"If a little bit of raw sugar works for you, use as little as possi
ble," she says. "The best amount is as close to zero as possible."
-Alaudhi is a registered dietician who supervises EMU's
Office ofNutrition Services.

The new, energy-efficient light bulbs
contain a toxic material that can be
hazardous if the bulb is broken.

'L

J

Compact fluorescent (CFL) light bulbs burn 10 times
longer than incandescent light bulbs-hands-down a more
energy efficient way to produce light than old-school bulbs.
But at what cost? Rumor has it that those curly light bulbs hide
a dark secret-mercury and other toxic chemicals that turn a
broken lightbulb into a hazmat situation.
Well, the short answer is yes, CFLs do contain mercury,
along with lead, phosphor, barium compounds, manganese,
yttrium, aluminum oxide, and Krypton-85-all substances you
don't want to be exposed to.
Mercury seems to get the
most attention, as it creates
/
some pesky cleanup chal
lenges.
"The majority of the
mercury in a CFL is one
tenth the size of the head of
a pin," said EMU technolo
gy education instructor AJ
Tessmer. "If the bulb breaks
when it's hot, the mercury
vaporizes. But it is an issue if a
CFL bulb breaks in a carpeted
area and the mercury gets in the car
pet. The biggest problem you have
is to contain it. You never want to
vacuum it-the EPA has a whole list
of thfags not to do. If you make sure
clean it up as the EPA suggests-pick it up with tape and put
everything in a sealed container, you're going to be OK."
Tessmer suggests using the Environmental Protection
Agency website and the lightbulb manufacturer's Materials
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) as a guide, but also says the
biggest hazard from a broken lightbulb-curly or other
wise-is the risk of cuts from broken glass. That holds true in

-

tributes a bit of calcium, potassium, iron and magnesium, but
not enough of any of them to count as nutritious.
"Calorie- wise, they're very similar," said EMU dietician
Mona AJaudhi. "The only reason anybody would use brown
sugar is the different taste and consistency. It's good for bak
ing; it provides moisture, but they have the same nutritional
components."
But don't confuse brown sugar with raw sugar, Alaudhi
says. Raw sugar, produced with fewer chemicals and less
processing, has a brownish color and, while not exactly
good for you, is at least less bad. (Sorry, that's as good as it's
going to get.)
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the short term, at least. No one knows what decades of break
ing CFLs will bring.
So why use CFLs? Well, most of the electricity that pow

ers any lightbulb comes from a coal-fired power plant, which
releases mercury into the air as it burns coal. CFLs use less

energy, which means less mercury emitted on the front end
of the process.

"There's no doubt about the efficiency of CFLs, but
there's a tradeoff, and when you get done looking at all the

tradeoffs, rarely do we get away free," Tessmer said.
"Everything in technology has some negatives."
-Tessmer is an EMU technology education instructor and
field coordinator for Project Lead the Way, an organization
committed to promoting science, technology, engineering and
math education. He has broken a curly lightbulb and lived to
tell about it.

{J Bats will fly into your hair

Y

There are actually two components to this myth. The old
wives' tale that bats are attracted to hair has long gone hand in

"Over the course of32 years I've had lots of people come up
to me and say they know someone who's had a bat in their hair,

but I've never met that person," said EMU biology professor
Allen Kurta. "There's no reason for a bat to go in there. Think
about it; what's the penalty for a bat going into someone's hair?
It's going to be death."
Evolution's not going to support a behavior that kills off its

adopters.
As for the whole issue of bats getting caught in human hair,
Kurta allows it's possible a bat may have, at one time or anoth
er, misjudged the gap while going after a mosquito and

snagged a fingernail or toenail on someone's hair.
It probably made a strong impression on that person, and if
they told two friends, who told two friends, who told two

friends, well, we all know how that goes.
As for the nest-building thing, Kurta says the myth has one
fatal flaw. Of the 1,100 species of bats that represent a quarter
of the mammals on earth, none builds a nest.

"You have to understand there are dozens of mythical sto
ries about bats," Kurta said. "Bats are creatures of the dark, and
people are afraid of the dark so they're afraid of the creatures
that are in it."

-Kurta teaches biology and zoology at EMU and studies the
ecology, behavior and natural history of mammals, with an
emphasis on bats. He has written and edited several books on bats
as well as the revised edition of Mammals of the Great Lakes

;;�:n recluse spiders live in Michigan � )

hand with the belief that the flying mammals were drawn to

hair because they wanted a place to build a nest.
Neither is true, though that might be hard to remember in
that startled moment when you feel the breeze of a bat swoop
ing past your face in dim light of dusk. At that point, imagina
tion tends to get the better of us.
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They're small, quick, and tend to show up where we don't
expect them ( or hang out in dark, dusty places we'd rather
not go) and for this spiders are often cast as creepy, lurky,
predatory bad guys of urban legend.
In Michigan, no spider gets a worse rap than the brown
recluse (Loxosceles reclusa), which is ironic, because it can't
survive here.
Brown recluse do live in United States, and can hitch a ride
in luggage or packing material from the southern states
where they're much more common. But they can't hack it in
temperatures below 40 degrees, which means that funnel
shaped web in the corner of your garage or garden shed is
almost certainly not the home of a brown recluse.
Part of the problem is our fascination with all things gory

and horrible, aided by the internet and viral email photos of
"Brown recluse spider bite: Day four."

A necrotic wound sends a strong message, even if it's the
wrong one.
The wound from a brown recluse bite looks a lot like the
symptoms of MRSA and other flesh-eating bacterial infec
tions, which are sometimes misdiagnosed as spider bites, says

Cara Shillington, associate professor of biology. Even if the
patient brings in a spider, Shillington points out, most physi
cians aren't trained in spider identification.
"Having a doctor say, 'That's a brown recluse' is not all
that helpful," she said. "I have a textbook where you see a
wound that has two holes. People see that and say, 'Look at
the spider bite-you can see where fangs went in.' But it's not
a spider bite. It's a staph infection."
Whenever she gives a presentation, Shillington invites
anyone who has what they suspect to be brown recluse to
send it to her for identification. A handful of people have
taken her up on it, but none of the brown recluse suspects
turned out to be the real deal.
-Shillington is an associate professor in EMU's biology
department. Her research focuses on behavioral and physiologi
cal ecology, and she's been studying spiders since 1 996. Her spe
cialty is the tarantula, which she finds cute and furry.

You can't use latex (water-based)
paint over oil-based paint

Latex paint is cheaper, easier to find and easier to clean up
after than the oil-based paints, but spread a layer oflatex over
a glossy oil coat and you'll notice that new paint just doesn't
want to stick. It'll mock your efforts at home improvement,
drying into a film that peels off in big sheets.
But what all that peeling paint actually shows is what hap
pens when you use latex over oil without first doing the req-

uisite dirty work. Surface prep is the key.
"If you have freshly-painted oil-based paint that has a high
gloss, it is not easy to put latex on it," said EMU technology pro
fessor Jamil Baghdachi. "But if the oil paint has been weathered,
it's not that difficult to (get latex to) adhere. Even if it's not
weathered yet completely, you can wash it with a good deter
gent and scuff sand it and generally the latex will stick to it."
Oils, solvents and organic materials like grease and dirt
tend to have low surface tensions. The lower the surface ten
sion of a material the more it will repel water ( or a water
based product), which will have a higher surface tension.
"If you have oil-based paint and you put a little water on it,
if it doesn't bead up on the surface, most likely latex will
stick," Baghdachi said. "If it beads up, there's no way will it
stick."
Oil-based paint exudes some ingredients as it cures, so a
dirty surface can prevent even another oil-based paint from

sticking to a previous oil paint layer. And kitchens, in partic
ular, develop a stubborn layer of cooking oils and grease that
demands a good detergent before any paint goes on.
Scuffing up the old surface can also remove oils and greas
es that might have accumulated on the surface, and it'll create
more tiny holes for the new paint to infiltrate, making it less
likely to pull away.
The bottom line: Go ahead and use the latex, just don't
cut corners on cleaning and preparation.
-Baghdachi is a professor and graduate program coordina
tor in the College of Technology's Polymers and Coatings pro
gram. He is the author or co-author of 41 patents and more than
1 00 publications, includingfour technical professional books. Ill
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On Guard!

hen David Petersen created Mouse Gu :lrd-a graph
W ic novel about a band of intelligent warrior mice-he

planned on making it serious from the get-go. That
meant "no Disney-fiction."
Set in the year 1 152, the story features threE mc:in charac
ters: Saxon, Kenzie, and Liearn, who protect thE ir fellow mice
from various dangers, journeying from one colcny to the
next. There is no campiness; Petersen portrayf them as
fierce, formidable warriors.
"The mice are cute, but not so cute that they become
childish, super-sweet cuddlers. They also hav� sw'ords and
it's that balance of cute and deadly that appeals :o folks. At its
core, it's also about underdogs and rooting br them, and
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Petersen's graphic novel named best publica�io1 for kids
by Kurt Anthony Krug
everyone can relate to being an underdog at some point,"
explains Petersen, 32, a 1999 Eastern Michig,rn University
alumnus, who lives in Ferndale with his wife Ju .ia, a 1998
EMU graduate.
He continues, "I kept all the appropriate i: redator/prey
relationships. v\lhat's the smalJest animal? A moU3e. From a
story perspective, they're survivors because eve:yl:ody in the
world wants to eat them."
Petersen conceived of Mouse Guard in hig·1 s-chool. He
grew up reading Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Wild C.A. T.s,
and X-Men, which influenced his work, as did Disney's 1973
Robin Hood movie, in which the titular hero wa� a fox.
"Drawing is the kind of thing I've always liked doing-

Ph>tos by Al an Warren

even as a kid. Drawing was fun: creating things, coming up
with characters, situations, and places," he says. "I had start
ed working on the concepts of a medieval tale with different
animals instead of different races, similar to Disney's Robin
Hood."

y the time he graduated from high school in 1995, a
B friend showed Petersen novelist Brian Jacques' Redwall
series, where the protagonist is a warrior-mouse. It
stalled Petersen's project, but didn't stop him from drawing.
"The characters didn't go away; my love of drawing didn't
go away. After several years, l thought I could still do this,"
says Petersen. "Jacques wasn't the first to do animal
metaphor stories."
In 2005, Petersen self-published the first issue of Mouse
Guard in black and white through a print-on-demand service
called Comix Press. That same year, he took the comic to the

San Diego Comic-Con-the biggest comic book convention
in the nation. There, he gave a copy to journalist Bill Baker,
who advised Petersen to take it to Mark Smylie of Archaia
Press.
Smylie was impressed, and told his business partner, "We
have to print this book."
Petersen remembers, "I had a really enthusiastic publisher
on my side. That's all anybody can ask for."
A.rchaia Press reprinted the first issue-in color- with
Petersen expanding the storyline. Since then, the A.rchaia col
lections Mouse Guard: Fall 1 1 52 and Mouse Guard: Winter
1 1 52-both originally 6-issue mini-series-have won the
Eisner Award for "Best Publication for Kids." Mouse Guard: Fall
1 1 52 also won the Eisner for "Best Graphic Album-Reprint."
Additionally, designer Luke Crane created a game based on
Mouse Guard, earning a 2009 Origins Award for "Best Role
Playing Game."

EMU alumnus David Petersen creates comics with great survivors-mice-as heroic characters in his Ferndale, Mich. home and studio.
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"Luke did an awesome job making
the game. He was very conscious about
incorporating ideas from the book. It
feels very much like my book, and has
garnered some awards of its own
most of which I can't take the credit for
because so much of the game is Luke's
work."
Diamond Select Toys released PVC
figurines of the three principal charac
ters, a resin statue re-creating the cover
of the first collected volume, and a
plush toy ofLieam.
"It was pretty cool to see those,"
says Petersen. "I think they all turned
out wonderfully well and are great rep
resentations of my characters."

lans are underway for a Mouse
P Guard CGI movie, but Petersen
can't say too much about it.
However, he discussed his plans for his
upcoming series: Mouse Guard: Black
Axe, Mouse Guard: The Weasel War,
and Legends of the Guard. Legends is
an anthology series in which other
creators tell their own Mouse Guard
stories.
"The Black Axe is the next series
I'm working on. It will be a prequel
about the character Celanawe and his
role as the legendary Black Axe. His
story predates Saxon's and Kenzie's
births, so I'll have to save that tale for
another time. The Black Axe will be
another six-part series starting in April
201 0," says Petersen.
"Thematically, the story dovetails
nicely between the end of my Winter
1 1 52 story and the story I plan on
doing later that continues after
Winter 1 1 52. And because I don't like
the idea that every season of every
year of my characters' lives was filled
with such dramatic and amazing
events, I want to leave a gap for the
reader's imagination to fill in. It also
gives me wiggle room if I want to go
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ABOVE: Lll!(e Crane's ".\1ou12 Guard: A Ro.e Pla,-ng Gamf" extended the franchise established by David Petersen's books.
BELOW: 'Tie B ack Axe" i s l art of an lpNming5eries in the Mouse Guard saga.

back, or even just mention an
event that happened in that time
frame."
Asked to explain his creation's
success, Petersen replies, " I f I
knew exactly how it happened, I'd
bottle it up and sell it. l think the
readership grew from word of
mouth. I have been fortunate that
with each issue I release, the fans
don't just enjoy it, they pass on
their copies to other potential
fans. Having a constant presence
at conventions helped, but I put
the credit in the hands of the folks
online, in print media, and in peo
ple having something nice to say
about my books." Cl

Visit Petersen at davidpetersen.net
and aspcornics.corn.
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Despite the horrific eventsthat led to their untimely deaths. more than 75 civil·rights era remains are memorialized on the Mississippi grounds where three ol their number
were murdered in 1964.

leave town, and were later stopped on a cot:ntry road a few
miles outside of town by a gang ofKlansmen and police offi
cials. They were shot dead, their bodies were bmied in an
earthen dam, and their car was dumped and burned.
Mississippi has been called "the most southern place on
ea1th." The term "southern" is used in this context by historians
to describe a variety of things, all race-related: white supremacy,
the persistence of plantation agriculture, the ideas, culture, and
values of a white-dominated society in which blacks were held
to be unworthy of citizenship or education or legal rights. The
term identifies Mississippi as the most extreme and most endur
ing example of the southern Jim Crow racial system.

S

eeing where historical events happened helps one com
prehend them. So this year I traveled to Neshoba
County to honor the memoiy of Schwerner, Goodman
and Chaney, and join veterans of the civil rights movement
who gather annually for a Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs
Memorial Service and Conference. There has been an event on
the June 21 anniversary of these murders for 44 years, and each
one has involved calls for the murderers to be put to trial.
Several hundred people participated this year, and most
26
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marched a mile or so in the 100-degree heat.
One of the conference organizers is George �oberts, who
lives in Kemper County, Mississippi, where he grew up. A half
centmy ago, he, like many Mississippians, movEd to Michigan
to work in the auto plants. He lived in Flint for 28 years, work
ing for General Motors. During those years, he 1nd other
Mississippi-born auto workers would often use :he
"changeover" period of a couple of weeks when the line was
shut down to visit home.
Mr. Roberts described one such trip from 1S'59, when a
group of five or six cars, all pretty new, all filled 'Vith black men,
drove as a caravan from Michigan to rnral Mississippi. They
were stopped for speeding near Starkville, Mississippi. One of
the ticketed drivers was Luther Jackson, who'd trown up about
six miles away from Roberts' family and who also worked in
Flint. Some verbal and physical confrontations between the
proud black auto workers and white police offi�rs accompa
nied this incident, but no fatal violence-mercifully
occurred. Half a year later, however, Luther Jacl:son was back
in Mississippi, on another "changeover" break. "While he and a
friend were sitting in his car in Philadelphia, Mi�sissippi, they
were suddenly ordered out of the car by a policEman. Jackson

was pushed to the ground, and shot twice. The officer's actions
were declared self-defense. Five years later, the police officer
had become Sh eriff ofNeshoba County, and he was a ring
leader in the killings ofJune 21, 1964. Th e murders of
Schwerner, Goodman and Ch aney were acts of poli tical terror
ism, made possible in a land that allowed random acts of racist
violence like th e killing of Mr. Jackson.

B

efore this trip, I'd seen Luth er Jackson's name on a list
of unprosecuted racist murders and read a short
account of his death, but I didn't know of his Michigan
roots. I had met a number of civil rights veterans before, but on
June 21, I joined them in a demonstration. We marched a mile
from Mt. Nebo Church to the Neshoba County courthouse,
following the route of the 1966 march led by Martin Luther
King. Th e march's theme was "A Full Measure ofJustice," and
it called for the prosecution of the seven men still living who
were named in 1964 as murder mob participants.
At this year's march, each march er was given a sign in the
shape of a cross or a Star of David, bearing the name of one
civil rights martyr murdered in Mississippi. I was given a cross
bearing the name James Chaney- wh ose life and death I've
known of for nearly my whole life. I held h is name above my
head every step of th e march, recalling that his grave in
Meridian, Mississippi, has often been desecrated by people
driven by bigotry and hate. No matter how many times his

headstone is pushed over or riddled with bullets, th e life of
James Chaney will always be remembered.
Along the march route, one civil rights movement veteran
pointed out the county jail where the three martyrs had spen t
most of th eir last hours alive. This veteran had been jailed
there herself a couple of years later for civil righ ts prot est .
Today the jail stands empty, with no sign identifying its his
toric significance. Indeed, aside from a memorial marker at
Mt. Nebo, I saw no signs acknowledging th e events of 1 964

that made Neshoba known around the world.
All this matters to me because I teach Histo1y 319: The
Civil Rights Movement. ( Or do I teach history because the
lives of these movement people matter to me?) It's no exagger
ation to say that the movement re-made America. In the 1 5
years I've taught the class at EMU, I've found students to be
ve1y interested in the movement and its many heroes. I enjoy
telling them about a movement that transformed the nation,
made up mostly of people their age or younger. Eastern stu
dents understand that this movement's work made possible
many things that they value deeply- having friends from var
ied backgrounds, the right to love one another, equal protec
tion of the law, and the right to vote.
In my course, EMU students examine the most infamous
acts of racist violence in our history: the lynching of Emmett
Till; the bombing of the 16th Street Bap tist Church in
Birmingham; the assassinations ofMedgar Evers, Martin
Luther King and many other civil rights leaders. I stress that
most of th e scores ofcivil rights martyrs are people whose
death s were not well publicized at the time, and whose names
today are little remembered. I tell my students that there is s till
no comprehensive list of the men and women and children
who lost their lives to the violence of American bigotry. I tell
them that most of these killings were never investigated by law
enforcement officials.
As much as I love teaching this class, it's difficult for me to
convey the violence used against the movement. The civil righ ts
movement veterans and martyrs are, in my view, America's
greatest modern-day unsung heroes: They saw wrong and tried
to right it, saw hunger and tried to end it, saw constitutional vio
lations throughout the land and tried to remedy them, saw big
otry and tried to supplant it with love, saw ignorance and tried
to educate, saw hateful violence and tried to overcome it with
nonviolence and brotherhood. And in these efforts, they both
changed the nation and were disappointed by the weakness of
the nation's response to their cry for justice.
Many of them died, largely because the nation failed to act
on its professed beliefs. Almost all of the civil rights martyrs
were killed by criminals who were supported or protected by
government officials, and almost none of th ese murderers were
ever brought to trial.
All of this will long shape h ow I teach my civil rights course.
In my class, I never utter the names of murderers, even as we
try to comprehend their crimes and analyze the accomplish
ments of a movement that redefined so many American values
and beliefs. I!
Mark D. Higbee is a professor ofhistory at EMU. He was inter
viewed by CNN on the 40th anniversary ofMartin Luther King,
Jr.'s assassination.
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to accompany Sheerin to Alaska, and both
fully appreciated its significance. The
HAARP-SSRC is prestigious, accepting
only about 20 students from the U.S. on
the basis of proposals submitted in a
national competition. Adham and Keith
worked with students from schools all
over- another great benefit, Keith says.
"I learned a great deal about the other
students as we really got to know each
other over the time together. There was a
large group from Stanford University in
California, and MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) who were quite
friendly. In addition there were people
from Florida and New York. There were
some students from Colombia, China and
Japan. I enjoyed talking to them about their
cultures and how they liked it in the U.S."
A similar group studied during the 2009
trip, Adham says. "I met so many nice peo
ple there, and I made new friends."
For all the natural beauty the students
saw, their focus was the research, and they
were not disappointed. First of all, says
Keith, "HAARP itself is a jaw-dropping
site," with enormous radio antennae set up
in grid-like strnctures, among an array of
other sophisticated equipment.

Al1, say what?
"They did experiments generating and
measuring plasma waves in the iono
sphere," Sheerin explains in ordinary
English.
The 2008 and 2009 groups' work, he
says, was similar-to "artificially create
bubbles in the ionosphere that simulate tl1e
kinds of irregularities that occur naturally.
This allowed us to study them in a con
troUed way. Our purpose was to achieve a
basic understanding of these ionospheric

he specific experiment Keith's group Dr. James Sheerin, flanked by Nargis Adham, left, and
Monika Keith, right.
T worked on was titled "MUIR Studies
of Aspect Angle Dependence of processes. Natural ionospheric turbulence
Plasma Wave Turbulence at HAARP." can affect communications and navigation
(MUIR stands for Modular UHF transmissions such as GPS (global position
Incoherent Radar.) There were tluee dif systems), which defense and civilian space
ferent experimental procedures pe1formed and aviation systems rely upon."
using MUIR to record wave spectra tl1at
In addition to the actual research, Keitl1
were created by HAARP's high power, says, there were oppo1tunities for mentor
high frequency transmitter.
ship. "While performing each experiment,
"The main focus," Keith explains, "was we had a chance to sit with the operator of
to see how viewing the irregularities that HAARP and ask questions as to what they
are produced in the plasma that is excited were doing, why the beam had the shape it
by the HAARP'S signal change as we look did, how changing parameters would effect
at the returns from different angles, using the transmission, and what areas of study
MUIR We are trying to understand how and improvement were being currently
strong turbulence develops as we send rel worked on."
atively short high frequency pulses for low
It was during off-duty hours that stu
duty cycles." This would allow them to dents were able to tour different facilities at
"characterize tl1e wave spectra structures the University of Alaska and University of
that form and explore how they evolve in Fairbanks, visit local towns and even take a
time after we have disturbed the system for short cruise to Valdez, where they saw the
different periods of time."
whales, sea lions and staggeringly beautiful
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mountain ranges. There were nearly 20
hours of daylight each day during their
time there, as weU.
Adham and Keith are great examples of
EMU's dedicated science students. Both
spent time conducting experiments and
data analysis in preparation for their
research trip. "I feel ve1y f0ttunate tl1at I got
this opportunity through EMU to go to
Alaska and perform tl1ese very important
experiments at HAARP," Adham says. "It
was an honor for me to be at HAARP."
Says Keith, "I would like to thank
Eastern Michigan University and Dr.
Sheerin for giving me the oppottunity to be
a part of such a project. This truly was a ttip
of a lifetime and it also opened the doors to
my first research opp0ttunity."
Such exuberance is nothing new for
Sheerin. He pa1ticipated in establishing
what would eventually be known as the
HAARP facility in the 1980s. He has
returned witl1 EMU students eve1y sum
mer since 2000.
An EMU faculty member since 1991,
Sheerin is a leading space research expert.
During his distinguished career, he has
held visiting faculty positions in prestigious
institutions around the world, including
Italy, Norway and Sweden. He was a prin
cipal scientist in the National Inertial
Confinement Fusion Program, and has
served as a member on the National
Science Foundation Commission on
Upper Atmosphere Research Facilities.
He presented a paper on his group's
research in December at the American
Geophysical Union meeting in San
Francisco, and he expects tl1e research to
yield tluee master's thesis projects within
the next year or so.
For the record, Sheerin never tires of
those breathtaking sights, no matter how
many times he sees them. "The beauty is
part of the adventure," he says. "The
research facility is located along the
northern bounda1y of Wrangell-St. Elias
National Park," which is larger tl1an all of
the national parks recently featured in a
Ken Burns documentary.
"Personally, I enjoy most the pristine
vistas untouched by humans as far as the
eye can see." t!I

In His Own Words

by Darcy Gifford

EAJU professor helps bring Norman Corwin's lostjournal to life

I

magine an Americ n family in the 1930s and 1 940s, huddled
�
around a small radio. Chances are they were listening to
Norman Corwin, a writer, producer and director whose

unique voice can best be described as poetry with muscle. In the
1 930s, they may have tuned into "26 By Corwin," an eclectic
se::-ies that included one show done entirely in rhyme; "They Fly
Through the Air," a piece about bomber pilots; and "New York:
A Tapestry for Radio," a lyrical essay about the city that inspired
mach of his early work:

So much _(or bohbi.-1, ., h11ttle, loom, and w�ft.

Rcgardin.5 i1:d·vidual threads, you will ha11e to
follow �lze,n by lisft.,ing acutely.

For there will ve excursions and mot\fs, s11atclzes of
.,ative ;ong 111d sptech, time signals, bulletins,
rcflecthns, cndfoo,steps,

To say nc-thing of the retiremwt ofbatters atJfrst
base ard of balleri11as from ballet at the age

Jjfort}-
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Corwin's time in Australia included a spirited discussion with workers about whether Australia and America should be united as one country.

The exacting language and rhythmic pacing is pure
Corwin. So is the perspedve-the ability to see the convo
luted world in front of us 111d make us th:nk. Really think.
In a time when radio ,\as king, Corwin was the go-to voice
for nearly every significan: event. When it was time to com
memorate the 1 50th anni·;ersary of the Bill of Rights in 1941,
CBS turned to Co1win to write "We Hold These Truths"
(performed by Orson Wclles,Jimmy Stewart and other stars).
When the Allied Forces seized victo1y in 1945, marking the
European end to WWII, Corwin quickly wrote "On A Note
of Triumph"-and 60 million people tuned in to listen.

M

ary Ann Watson v·as not born when ''On A Note of
Triumph," consid�red the pinnacle of radio, sang over
the airwaves. Watrnn, now a professor of communica
tion, media & theatre arts at EMU, first read about Corwin in
an undergraduate media bstory class at the University of
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Michigan in the early 1970s. By that point television had long
eclipsed radio as the prominent source of home entertain
ment. But Corwin's artistry and intellect captured her imagi
nation, and she immediately became a fan.
v\lho knew that 40 years later their lives would converge?
Watson recently teamed with fellow media historian
Michael C. Keith of Boston College to edit Norman Corwin's
One World Flight: The Lost Journal of Radio's Greatest Writer
( Continuum, 2009). And her improbable story includes
working alongside Corwin and speaking at a Los Angeles
book signing where Academy Award winning actress Eva
Marie Saint read a book excerpt and writer Ray Bradbury
( who claims he wrote The Martian Chronicles for Corwin)
was in attendance.
The memories of her past year evoke three simple words
from Watson: "Isn't life delicious?"
Keith, the Boston College scholar, started the project after

reading a 2006 paper about Co1win's "One World Flight," a
radio series that Corwin took to 17 post-war countries in
1946. Keith didn't know what the project would actually
entail. A call to Cotwin-then in his late 90s-led to the first
surprising discovery: Corwin had started a manuscript about
the trip and had written about 200 pages before moving on to
other projects.

eith then engaged Watson, whom he had known pro
K fessionally for years. Both had emerged as Corwin
scholars and were we!J versed on his career, his writ
ings, and his place in media history.
"When Michael invited me to join him on this project, I
recalled that Norman once said in passing that he regretted
never having published the manuscript he started about the
One World Flight," she said. "It's not always possible to make
a regret disappear, but this one could be remedied."

Soon it was Watson's turn to see what she could unea1th,
so she flew to L.A.
"As I was visiting at Convin's home I asked him about
other things that he might have kept from the trip, and he
said 'I kept a handwritten journal. I think it's here some
where,"' Watson recalled. "It's a moment when you just gasp."
The journal, set aside in 1946, included entries on geogra
phy. The weather. How he slept the night before. Notes from
a meeting with General MacArthur. The mundane and the
thought-provoking, sharing space on the weathered pages.
To Convin, the sky wasn't "cloudy." No imagery exists
with that dull description. Instead, he began an ent1y this
way:
I saw the church sitting under a distant cumulus cloud of over
whelming magnificence-a mighty towering cauliflower head
crowned and studded with white, ivory and golden botryoids, the
peaks rouged here and there by the rays of a sinking sun.
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Or there was his vision of the Euphrates from the air, told
this way:
It was wide1 coiled like a colicky snake, and had a scummy
green-gray complexion in the simmering heat. Was this the awe
some river that had watered civilizations older than the Pyramids,
that hadflowed past Ur and Nippur and the Sumerian city-states,
and Babylon and Kish?
"There was a brilliance that didn't come from polishing and
rewriting and consulting a thesaums-not that there's any
thing wrong with that," Watson said. "But I realized that this
was the pure expression of a virtuoso oflanguage. It was natural
eloquence. And his usage was so precise. There were several
times when I would come across a word and I would think 'Is
that right? ls he using that word correctly?' And I would look it
up and tl1e nuance was precise. And it's just amazing to me, to
have that kind of facility and that kind of ease with language.
Norman Lear talks in the introduction of our book about
Corwin's ability to go from high prose to colloquialisms ·within
one sentence. It's so true."

orwin was the first recipient of the Wendell Willkie One
C World Award for journalism, and as such used the occa
sion to make a 13-part documentary series for CBS that
premiered on Jan. 24, 1947. "One World Flight"-the radio
series-took Corwin around the world as he examined the
prospects for peace after World War II, with stops in England,
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Warsaw, the Soviet Union,
Czechoslovakia, Italy, Egypt, India, China,Japan, the
Philippines and Australia.
Lauded in media history not only due to logistics but
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because of the use of a wire recorder ( this was before
the advent of audio tape), the documentaiy was reflec
tive and incisive and still resonates today.
"This is sort of that moment of lost opportunity
when we could have really been a more peaceful
world," Watson said. "One of the things that Cmwin
writes about in 'One World Flight' is that we shouldn't
think that one form ofgovernment is completely right
or completely wrong. There are good things that you
can learn from in a representative democracy, good
tlungs that might come from a more socialized form of
government. The idea is to figure out what works best
in each. He was saying that we have the ability and the
opportunity to pick and choose things that really
work. And that is so completely contrary to the Cold
War that happened not long after."
Keith and Watson took the journal and blended
that with Corwin's unfinished manuscript, the CBS
script, and letters he had written while on his four-month,
37,000-mile journey. The result is their book, hailed by the
Journal ofBroadcasting & Electronic Media as "a must-have book
ofhisto1y for every library, broadcast historian, writer and jour
nalist alike." Corwin, who turns 100 years old in May and is a
writer in residence at USC, was active in the project, often clar
ifying facts with Watson and tediously poring over documents.
"What this project really underscored for me, as someone
who teaches writing, is that the ability to express yourself with
grace and precision is something that college education
should foster," Watson said. "It reinforces the need for inten
sive writing classes. Plus, I want my students to experience
wonderful writing, because it's such a joy to read something
that is beautifully expressed."
Indeed, his words flow majestically across the pages. But
his wisdom and humanity are also evident. At the conclu
sion of his flight, he spoke to sponsors of the Willkie Award
in New York City and offered, among other observations,
that "peace lies not in our stars, but in us" and that "to
despair of the world is to resign from it." He had seen the
world, and he was infused with hope. One World. That was
the challenge.
"People ofgreat stature admire Co1win for many reasons
not the least of which is that he never left his conscience at an
elevator door," Watson said. "Justice is his center of gravity.
He showed us that to live meaningfully, men and women need
both freedom and purpose-we need a path with a heart. We
all look for the faith that what we're doing is deeply worth
while. Few of us, though, can ever be as certain as Norman
Corwin that a life's work has fit the bill." Cl

1 960s
Carol Smallwood (BS61, MA63) is
the 2009 National Federation of
State Poetry Societies Award winner
for her work "Lily's Odyssey;' and is
the editor of forthcoming Writing

and Publishing: The Librarian's
Handbook.

David Lindemann (BS64) has pub
lished his book, Happiness in 8 Steps.
Tina Lonski (BA64) has had her
book, Barn Raising, published to pre
serve the stories of Blissfield area
barns.
Ralph Sheffler (SPA6S) has become
a master woodcarver and displays
his work in his large carving studio
containing more than 65 pieces in
Palm Desert, Calif. For pictures, visit
www.carvingsbyralph.com.

1 970s
Marilyn Bredeson (BS70, MA73) is
a member of the Associate Faculty of
Cochise College in Douglas, Ariz.
Peggy Shoemaker Curtis (BAE70,
MA77) has been honored as a distin
guished graduate of Belleville High
School.
Geri Kartes (BS70) is co-owner of
Heartfelt Images LLC and has been
accepted to exhibit in St. Mary's
Hospital's Guest Artist Series in
Grand Rapids.
George Kolb (BBA70) is interim
assistant city manager of Surprise,
Ariz.
Rich Gonyeau (BA71, MA75)
received an Alexander Macomb
Award from the Macomb County
Historical Society.

William Middel (BS71, MA76) has
retired from the Wayne-Westland
Community School District after
more than 36 years of service as a
teacher, coach and administrator.
Marcel Poupard (BA71) authored
and published a book, Railroad

Articles from Monroe County,
Michigan (Volume I), a collection of
published newspaper editorials
about Monroe County's railroads
dating from 1836 to 1 965.

Terry Rock (BS71 J is the new presi
dent of Positive Results In a
Downtown Environment (PRIDE) Inc.
located in Saginaw.
Chuck Root (BS71 J is manager of
Rogue Valley Sewer Services in
southern Ore., which was recently
recognized by the Federal
Environmental Agency as the Best
Managed Storm Water organization
in the country.
Tom Negoshian (MS72) is retiring
after three decades of teaching at
Warner Middle School and will coach
the North Farmington High School
varsity basketball team.
Karen Truskowski (BA72) has been
appointed as an assistant professor
at the Thomas M. Cooley Law School
campus in Lansing.
William Chilman (BS73) has been
inducted into the Lincoln Park
Sports Hall of Fame.
Michael "Mickey" Gray (BS73) was
inducted into the Wyandotte Sports
Hall of Fame.
Keith Peden (MA73) was the com
mencement speaker for the
Wentworth Institute ofTechnology' s

commencement convocation in
Boston, Mass.
Rob Scoble (BS73) has been select
ed as the top operational officer for
Hyde Tools, Inc., of Southbridge.
Mike Ahrens (BS74) was named
head coach of the Lake Michigan
Admirals, an American Basketball
Association team in St. Joseph.
Dominic Palumbo (BBA74) has
retired as a colonel of the U.S. Air
Force Reserves.
Denise Abrash (BBA7SJ is co-owner
of Prop Art Studios, which received
five of the Outdoor Advertising
Association of America's prestigious
OBIE awards.
Gerri Allen (BS75)
received the 2009
Barry Gaskins Mentor
Legacy Award from
the National School
Public Relations
Association (NSPRA).
John Berry (BBA75) is retiring as
Port Huron's personnel director after
22 years.
Nick Marsh (BS75) has published
his third book, The Michigan Central

Railroad: History of the Main Line
1846-1901.

Susan Apker (BS76) has had her
play "The Eiffel Truth" produced in
Santa Fe, N.M., and her play "Two for
Tea" produced in Cleveland, Ohio.
Catherine Cloft (BS76) has been
named secretary of the Boston chap
ter of the National Investor lnstitute's
board of directors.

TELL US YOUR NEWS
All Class Notes submissions should include
name, address, city/state/ZIP, e-mail address
and telephone number. Please list the
degree earned and the year you graduated.
Mail to: Eastern Michigan University, Office
for Alumni Relations, 1349 S. Huron St., Suite
2, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197 or use our online sub-

mission form at emich.edu/alumni/associa
tion/classnotes.
Photos and information may be used as
space permits. Digital images must be high
resolution (300 dpi). Due to internal dead
lines, there may be a delay of up to two
issues from the time items are submitted.

Mike Gauntlett (BS76) is retiring
after 25 years of teaching and 41
years of coaching high school foot·
ball for Milan Public Schools.
David Mazurkiewicz (BBA76) is the
new senior vice president and CFO
of McLaren Health Care, located in
Flint.
George Olson (BBA76) is the new
business manager of the Cheboygan
Salvation Army.
Rebecka Vigus (BS76) has pub
lished her third mystery novel, Target

of Vengeance.

Keith Hafner (BS77) of Ann Arbor
has been elevated to the rank of
grand master in the U.S. Chung Do
Kwan Association, the oldest martial
arts association in the United States.
Dan Packer (BBA77) had his collec
tion of interesting and unusual
images of Abraham Lincoln dis
played by the Plymouth Historical
Museum in its Lincoln Image presen
tation.
Steve Pepple (BS77) is joining
AnnArbor. com as print director.
Tracy Hobbs (BA78) was elected
president of the Michigan
Association of School Psychologists.
Don Mroz (MA78) was elected
director of the MBA degree program
for Post University of Waterbury,
Conn.
Carmine J. Prinzo (BS7S) was
named the Midland Police
Department's captain for police
department operations.
Alan Parker (MBA79) has joined
Adams Building Contractors in
Jackson.

1 980s
Linda Hagan (BBASO) was named
director of the Walsh College Doctor
of Management in Executive
Leadership program.
Frank Gaskill (MBAS 1) was tenured
in the management and marketing
department at Elizabeth City State
University, N.C.
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EMU Alumni
Association Board
of Directors
President

Eric J. Brown (8503)

President-elect:

Gregory A. Sheldon (BBA96)
Parliamentarian:

Len Capelli (BBA68, MBA73)
Secretary/Treasurer:

David Mamuscia (BS67, MA71)
Past president:

Gerald Gemignani (BS94)
Other board members:

Trudy Adler (BSOl)
Patrick J. Barry, Jr. (BS71, MA73)
Mary E. Batcheller (BS56)
Robin Baun (BS75)
James J. Beasley, Jr. (BBA77)
Tom Borg (BS79, MA09)
Carl Christoph (MA75)
Ernie Krumm (BS90, MA97)
Edward Magrys (BBA04, MBA06)
Jerry Marszalek (BS67, MS74)
Randall Mascharka (BBA85)
Joseph Misiewicz (BA68, MA70)
Latoska N. Price (BS83, MS96)
Jerome Rush (BS72)
Melissa Sampey (BSOS)
Caroline Sanders (BS97, MLS02)
Andrea Shipp (MAOS)
Katrina Vanderwoude (MA91,
EDD08)
Thomas Wells (BBA84)
Emeritus members:

Nilliam Malcolm (BS76)
N. Fred Roberts (BA56, MA68)
-i.F. (Bud) Schimmelpfenneg
(BS68)
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Naomi Williams (MA81) was
inducted into Willow Run
Community School's Hall of Fame.
Kimberly Patterson-Belles (MA82)
has retired from the Plymouth-Canton
School District after 30 years of teach
ing middle school mathematics.
Doug Gildner (BS83) is the new fire
chief of Southgate's fire department.
Ernest Bethe Ill (BBA84) is program
manager for Agribusiness for the
International Finance Corporation
(IFC), the private sector arm of the
World Bank Group, based in
Indonesia.
Paul Spitale (BBASS) published his
book, A More Valued Success, a guide
for creating a more valued, success
driven life, good decision-making,
and different approaches for dealin9
with life's problems.
Dave (overly (BS87) was honored
as Cartoonist of the Year by the
National Cartoonist Society for his
comic strip "Speed Bump:' The
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts held a
special exhibit of his work in honor
of the strip's 15th anniversary.
Judy Guezen (B587) is a new staff
member for the Brain Injury
Association of Michigan.
Karen Lawrence-Webster (BBA87)
is the new vice president and district
manager of the Northern Division of
AXA Advisors, located in Saginaw.
Joyce Lutrey (MA87, EDDOS) has
been named by the Department of
Defense Education Activity as the
new area superintendent for the
department's schools in the Pacific,
serving children of military person
nel and civilian employees.
Paul E. Burger (B588) is president
and owner of Burger Easton &
Company, a (rain's Detroit Business
top-ranked brokerage firm, and has
completed his twentieth year as an
Industrial Real Estate Broker in
southeast Michigan.
Cindi Quinn-Ventura (BBA88) is a
new member of the Livonia
Community Foundation board.

Peggy Fenwick (BBA89) is the prin
cipal and founder of Markit Strategies
and PR, LLC, which was the recipient
of three 2009 Renaissance Awards
from the Detroit Chapter of the
International Association of Business
Communicators (IABC).

Wildcat high school football team.

1990s

Lisa Kanne (B591) has received her
master of divinity from Liberty
University in Lynchburg, Va.

Sean Lachance (BS90) is the new
manager of Tec umseh's Fitness
Connection facility.
Donna Rose (B590, BSN95) has
been inducted into the Montrose
Sports and Community Hall of Fame.
Gregg Rosenbery (8590) is one of
only 189 jail professionals nation
wide to have achieved designation
as a Certified Jail Officer through the
Jail Manager Certification
Commission (JMCC), by authority of
the American Jail Association (AJA).
David Gkekas (B591) is the new
head coach of the Wayland Union

Tim Jankowiak (BA91, BS91) was
named the Regional Girl's Tennis
Coach of the Year for the 2009
spring varsity season. He coached at
Royal Oak High School.

Michelle Rogers
(6591) has been
named editor of
eight newspapers
covering Washtenaw
and Wayne counties.
Chris Gellasch (BS92) was selected
by the Army for promotion to
Lieutenant Colonel and for an Army
funded Ph.D. program in geology at
the University of Wisconsin.
Benjamin McMurray (B592) is the
new principal of the Ottawa Hills
Junior and Senior High School.

Alumni Chapter listings

More information: emich.edu/alumni/chapters

Chapter name

Contact

E-mail/Web

Phone

Accounting Alumni
Athletic Training Alumni

Jeff Humes (BBA04, MS04)
Corey Hojnicki (BS03)
George Eason (BS88)

jjhumes@gmail.com
choj63@hotmail.com
georgeeason@sbcglobal.net

734.564.3518
512.284.5397
313.657.6050

Black Alumni
Central Arizona Alumni
Chicago Alumni
Columbus Alumni
Communication, Media & Theatre Arts Alumni
Construction Management Alumni
E-Club Alumni
Greek Alumni

Stephanie Davis (BBA04, MBA06)
Justin Baby (BBAOl)
Patrick J. Barry, Jr. (BS71, MA73)
Kathryn Johnson (BS95, MS98)
Angie Fielder (BS90)
Greg Nixon (BS99)
Jennifer Rass (BS93)

Historic Preservation Alumni

Ruth Mills (MS01)

Huron Restoration Alumni
Kensington Valley Alumni
Latino Alumni

Maynard Harris (BS53, MA60)
Jay Hansen (BBA83)
Mauricio Silva (MS03)
William Pollard (BS87)
Wendy Thomas (MBA08)

LGBT and Friends Alumni 1
Master of Business Administration Alumni
Music and Dance Alumni
MSHROD Alumni2
Master of Public Administration Alumni
National Capital Alumni

www.emuba.org
paula.miller@asu.edu
sdavis2@gmail.com
cbus.emualumni@gmail.com
patrickjbarryjr@att.net
kajohnson@walbridge.com
AeFielder@aol.com
gnixon29@gmail.com
maxjenn@aol.com
www.emugreekalumni.org
mills@i-is.com
www.historicpreservationalumni.com
www.huronalumni.org
jay@mspccpa.com
silvamandu@wowway.com
wpollard@emich.edu
cob_mbaalumni@emich.edu

Paula Miller (BA02)

Matt Kazmierski (BMEl96)
Jennifer Mack (BSOO, MS04)
Dr. Don Koyluoglu
Len Capelli (BBA68, MBA73)
Mike Ferens (BS86)
Ryan Colthorp (8501)
Ronen Bose (MBA90)
Marge Kirchner (MOTOO)
Jared Meade (BS03)
Chad Allee (BSW08, MSW09)
Marian Bliznik (BS71, MA90)

mkazmie3@ypsd.org
jmack0202@gmail.com
sukru.koyluoglu@emich.edu
lencapelli@aol.com

New York Metro Alumni
Northern California Bay Area Alumni
Occupational Therapy Alumni
Public Relations Alumni
Social Work Alumni
Southern California Alumni
1 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual. Transgender 2Master of Science in Human Resources and Organizational Development
Jennifer Greening (MA93) has pub
lished her first book, Opening Doors,
Opening Lives: Creating Awareness of
Advocacy, Inclusion, and Education for
our Children with Special Needs.

Todd Palmer (BS93) is head of
Troy's Diversified Industrial Staffing,
a firm that has recruited and market
ed 3,500 available workers to poten
tial employers so far.

Scott Marshall (BS93) is the new
director of the county Board of
Elections and Voter Registration in
Beaufort, S.C.

Geoffrey Fallon (BS94) is the new
addition to the staff of the interna
tionally-recognized BanQ restaurant
of Boston, Mass., as bartender and
sommelier.

Jill Miller (BBA93) has been
appointed to the Government
Relations Committee' s Electronic
Transactions Association of
Washington, D.C.

Scott Paul Frush (BBA94) has had
his eighth book, Ultimate Catholic
Trivia, published by Marshall Rand
Publishing.

mtferens@aol.com
ryancolthorp@gmail.com
ronen2020@yahoo.com
m_kirchner1958@yahoo.com
emupralumni@gmail.com
callee@bbbswashtenaw.org
mbliznik@yahoo.com

James Graser (BS94)
has received an MBA
from the University of
Phoenix's Atlanta cam
pus and also certifica
tion from Recogni-tion
Professionals International.
Bill Harmer (BS94) was named the
director of the Chelsea District
Library as well as one of Library
Journal's "Movers & Shakers" for
2009.
Diana Lauchu (BA94, MA98) has
been named coordinator of Saline
Area Schools' English Language
Learners Program.

419.304.1129
734.644.1868
740.965.1920
734.427.0797
313.647.6216
248.302.6481
734.699.4297
248.792.9151
810.794.9609
517.423.7026
734.420.3386
734.308.3402

734.474.0963
248.636.8092
734.487.31 1 3
703.629.4182
202.286.1369
917.806.4232
408.423.9985
517.547.7248
734.740.8460
734.845.6015
949.729.8008

Robert Tip lady II (MA94), a trusts
and estates attorney with Dykema
Gossett PLLC in Ann Arbor, was
ranked as a leader in his field by his
peers in the legal referral guide Best
Lawyers in America.
Bill Zolkowski (BS94, MS99)
became the first principal for the
Plymouth-Canton Educational Park.
Cheryl Zuzo (BS94, MA06) has had
her first children's book, Being Bella,
published by Ferne Press.
Kevin Cantley (BBA95) was named
treasurer of the Ronald McDonald
Charities of Huron Valley.
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Rebecca Dahn (BS95) is the new
principal of Fremont District Schools'
Fremont Intermediate School in
Mundelein, Ill.
Joe Passalacqua (BS95) is the new
principal of Beaverton High School.

2000s
April Opper Davis
(MAOO) has joined
Plunkett Cooney's
Title Insurance
Practice Group in
Columbus, Ohio.

Mary Wizinsky (MA95) is the new
assistant principal of Wayne
Memorial High School in the Livonia
Public School District.

Karen Kuhn (MSOO) is the new
director of the Clifton Forge Public
Library in Clifton Forge, Va.

Amy Six-King (BS96, MA04) is the
new principal of Corunna Public
School District's Nellie Reed
Elementary School, based in Vernon.

Ellen Hoffman (EDDOl J is a profes
sor of Educational Technology at the
University of Hawaii in Manoa,
Hawaii.

Brent Otto (BS96) was named assis
tant vice president of the actuarial
department for Amerisure Mutual
Insurance Co. in Livonia.

Kathleen Brooks Perkins (BS02)
has established her medical practice
as a board-certified family medicine
physician at McLaren Health
System's Metamora and Grand Blanc
medical offices.

Rachael Stein (BS96) was the grad
uation speaker for the Wakefield
Marenisco School District.
Eric Weber (BS96, MPAOS) has been
honored with an invitation to join
the Phi Kappa Phi Honors fraternity.
Brian Oleksyk (BS97) of the
Michigan State Police was named
Charlotte's trooper of the year.
Daniel Crowell (BS98) has been
named commander of the Taylor
Police Department.
Frank J. Czapski (BS98) is the new
assistant principal of the Southfield
Public School District's Southfield
Lathrup High School.
Brian Latour (BFA98) has joined
lnvescor Ltd. in Farmington Hills as
Desktop Support Technician.
John Santomauro (MLS98) is retir
ing as public safety director after 24
years of service in Canton Township.
Joseph Porcarelli (BS99) is the new
police chief of Grosse lie Township.
Jill Steuber (BS99) received a
Master of Criminal Justice degree
from Boston University, Mass.
Michael Tolinski (MA99) is the
author of the Elsevier-published
technical book, Additives for

Po/yo/efins.
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Megan Wellman (BFA02) illustrated
the published children's book, The
King of Dilly Dolly, written by Chelsea
author Michael D. Scott.
John Vella (BS02) is the new Otsego
County assistant prosecutor.
Julie Kapp (BS03) has joined the
firm Howard & Howard Attorneys
PLLC, as well as its Intellectual
Property Group in Royal Oak.
Stephen Butterman (MA04) has
published his third book and his first
work of fiction, "Tales as Tall as a
Sunflower�
Beth Doane (BS04) has been recog
nized by the Toledo area's annual 20
under 40 Leadership Awards pro
gram.
Molly Harris (BA04) has received
her J.D. from the University of
Detroit Mercy School of Law.

Bill Hougaboom (BSOS) has
opened his law office, Wm. H.
Hougaboom JD PLLC, specializing in
civil and criminal cases.

Kyle Rhoad (BBA07, MBA09) has
been drahed to play for the Texas
Rangers, a major league baseball
team.

Emily Huntley (BBAOS) is a winner
of the Northwestern Mutual Sales
Competition, and now owns Mobile
Exposures Photo Booth Services in
Livonia.

Becky K. Rogers (CORT07,
CPR007) has joined Ability
Prosthetics & Orthotics Inc. at their
patient care center in Frederick, Md.

Jaime James (BSOS) is the new
director of Active Adults, a South
Lyon center for residents age fifty
and older.
Shanna Kaminski (BSOS) has
obtained a J.D. from Valparaiso
U niversity School of Law with hon
ors and is now employed as an
Assistant State's Attorney in Grundy
County, Ill.
Emily Wreford (BSNOS) has earned
her M.S.N. from Kent State
University, Ohio.
Nathan Bomey (BS06) will serve as
a digital journalist for the Ann Arbor
Business Review brand, which will
continue up-to-date publication on
AnnArbor.com.
Julie Kennedy Carpenter (BS06) is
a job developer with the Michigan
Prisoner Re-Entry Initiative through
the Wayne Metropolitan Community
Action Agency.
Nhu Do (MA06) is the new assistant
principal of the International
Academy West in the Huron Valley
School District.
Stefanie Stark (MSW06) has been
appointed as a board member of
Northwest Ohio's Planned Pethood
Inc.

Ric Roberts Jr. (MFA04) was grant
ed tenure as an associate professor
of theatre at Saginaw Valley State
University.

Robert Lynn (BS07) was awarded
the designation of Certified Anti
Money Laundering Specialist by the
Association of Certified Anti-Money
Laundering Specialists.

Patrick Comini (MLSOSJ of the
Farmington Hills Police Department
has been promoted to the rank of
commander.

Kimberly Purdy (MLS07) has
accepted the position of public rela
tions manager for Special Olympics
Michigan.

Mary Thiefels (BFA07) is a member
of Chelsea Painters and was head of
the community mural project for the
1 75th anniversary of Chelsea.
Kyle Whipple (BS07) is a first lieu
tenant currently stationed in
Afghanistan and was honored at the
sixth annual Veteran's Night hosted
by the Adrian Post 275 baseball
team.
Michael Boyd (BSOS) coachedthe
South Oakland A's 15-U baseball
team to victory at the Great Lakes
Championship tournament in
Naperville, Ill., and the Freedom
Classic in Akron, Ohio.
Victor Lauria (MSOSJ was promoted
to assistant police chief of the Novi
police department.
Jill Oliver (BMUOS) was selected to
perform with members of the
International Lyric Academy of Rome
in Viterbo, Italy.
Chelsea Goodrich (BS09) is a
teacher at Elms Elementary of the
Flushing School District.
Joey Stimac IV (BBA09) won the
second annual Genesee County
Amateur Champion golf tourna
ment.
Rick Vaughn (BS09) is a new
teacher at Oxford High School in
Oakland's Oxford Area Community
School District.
Amber Webb (MA09) has been
named a member of Bloomfield Hills
Roeper School's board of trustees.

In Memoriam

Ethel S. Reed (BS34) Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 1 1
Lucile E. Finkbeiner (BS36) Chelsea, Oct. 9
Gertrude Boyer (BA37) Carlisle, Pa., Nov. 1 1
Edmond W. Goings (BA38) Rock Hill, S.C., July 1 2
Ida Deck (BS39) Winter Haven, Fla., Aug. 3
George R. Rae (BA41) Shippensburg, Pa., Oct. 30
Mary E. Reid (BS41) Burt Lake, Sept. 21
Fritz Bennetts (BS42) Lansing, April 24
Elizabeth Salway (BS43) Carmichael, Calif., Oct. 7
Louise Kilburn (BS44) Torrance, Calif., July 5
Virginia 0. Rond (BS4S) Battle Creek, Feb. 23
Alice Joyce Haglund Stewart (BA46) Mililani, Hawaii,
May 28
Alan Benden (BS48) Portage, March 10
Anthony P. Rasmovich (BS48) Fenton, N.H., Aug. 6
Margaret A. Kagerer (BS49) Flint, Sept. 23
Marjorie E. Kelly (BS49) Beaver Dam, Wis., Sept. 21
Virla Lynk (BS49) Saginaw, Aug. 21
Neil K. Collard (BSSO) Marysville, Sept. 17
Norman L. Whisler (BSSO) Reno, Nev., Sept. 21
Walter J, Wasielewski (AB51, MA62) Phoenix, Ariz.,
June 24
Rosemarie Van lngen (BS52) Novi, July 15
Herbert R. Schroeter (BS52, MS56) L ansing, July 6
Raymond Hawarny (BA53) Fort Pierce, Fla., Sept. 1 6
Rachel J. Rich (BS53) Port Charlotte, Fla., July 1 4
Margaret J. Chadwick (BS54, MA58) Lapeer, Oct. 20
Gordon Jackson (BME54) St. Joseph, Aug. 1 1
Francis A. Higgins (BSSS) Naples, Fla., Dec. 1 9
Elizabeth Lepak (BS56) Orchard L ake, Sept. 1 5
Damon Simon (BS56) Bay City, June 25
Richard S. Heitzner (BA58) Flint, Sept. 7
George F. Eaton (MA59) Ypsilanti, July 20
Donald B. Fisher (BS59, MA69) Great Falls, Mont., Oct. 7
Myra G. Flack (BS59, MA63) Jackson, Oct. 1 6
W. Stewart Niblack Jr (BS59) Hillsdale, Oct. 1 2
Ruth I. Bennett (BS60) Ann Arbor, Aug. 23
E. Marian Neely (BS61) Hilliard, Ohio, Oct. 9
Robert M. Kedzo (MA62, SPA6S) Dearborn, May 4
Helen E. Sawyer (BS62, MA6S) Jackson, Aug. 28
Richard L. Wright (MA62) Adrian, Oct. 12
Arthur Bach (BS63) Phoenix, Ariz., Aug. 24
Ralph E. Cochran (BS63) Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 8
Jewell Pearson (BS63) Kissimmee, Fla., May 29
Richard MacAllister Smith (BA63) Evans, Ga., Aug 19
JamesV. Bush (BS64) Ypsilanti, July 25
William J. Florida (BS64) Flint, July 14
Leroy Dismuke (MA65, MA77) Flint, Aug. 2
Sherrill L. Fauri (BA66) Spring Lake Township, July 29
Thomas G. Hoy (BBA66) Chester Springs, Pa., Sept. 24
Clara Keil (BS66) Windsor, Colo., Sept. 1
Anne M. Bray (MA67) Kalamazoo, Sept. 14
Ula E. Elston (BS67) Blue Water, Oct. 30
Rosalie Brown-Essing (BS6S, MA73) Zeeland, June 16
Gladys Dismuke (MA68) Flint, May 23
Frances M. Huse! (MA69) New Baltimore, July 20
Raymond Reynolds Jr. (MA69) Lake Havasu City, Ariz.,
Sept. 24
Dennis Toffolo (BBA69) Oakland, May 20
Karen Ann Wisniewski (BAE69) Davison, May 21
James E. Borke (BBA70) Fenton, Oct. 10
Leonard J. Defenbaugh (BA70) Gaylord, Oct. 2

Robert L. Kiesling (BBE70) Cedar Park, Texas, Sept. 22
Patricia Walters (BS70, MA74) Rumsey, Ky., Oct. 24
Beatrice Walton (MA70) Ann Arbor, Oct. 1 9
Donald Banfield (BS71) Oak Grove, Nov. 1 1
Ralph Beauregard (BS71) Garden City, March 27
Janet C. Greaves (BS71) Waterford, Sept. 4
Dennis McCarthy (BS71) Fenton, Aug. 23
Ann Stasinos (MA71) Elk Lake, Aug. 1
Clarence C. Straham (MA71) Flint, Aug. 27
Deloris Young (BS71 ) Marysville, July 23
William Hendricks (BBA72) Longwood, Fla., Oct. 23
Stephen R. Parkinson (MBA72) Ann Arbor, Aug. 6
William Carter (MA73) Detroit, Oct. 8
Elizabeth Leach (BS73) Ann Arbor, Oct. 14
Douglas J. Miller (BBA73) Monroe, Sept. 18
Robert P. Sylvester (BA73) Saginaw, July 27
Regina R. Courtney (MA74) Tiffin, Ohio, Oct. 30
Ronald G. Herron (BS74) Crescent Beach, Fla., Oct. 1 1
Robert H . Riter (BBA75) Dundee, Sept. 1 1
Jeanne L. Maidment (BS76) Saline, Nov. 4
Jean Raubolt (BS76) Colorado Springs, Colo., July 29
Robert Campbell, Jr. (BS77) Detroit, July 21
Dorothy Lapp (MA79) Ann Arbor, June 4
Gretchen Barrows (MASO) Ottawa Lake, July 26
Claudia J. Murphy (BSSO) Brownsburg, Ind., Oct. 25
Patricia M. Peters (MASO) Manitou Beach, Sept. 3
Jonathan M. Evans (BSS2) Renton, Wash., July 1 1
Nancy C, Barber (BBA84) Chelsea, Oct. 1
Al Hellus (BSS4) Saginaw, Nov. 14
Carolyn A. Hinckley (BSS4, MBAS9) Lawton, Sept. 18
Adele T. Ponvert (BSSS) Ann Arbor, Nov. 1
Carole Cassidy (BSS6) Traverse City, June 24
Pamela German (BBAS6) Sault Ste. Marie, Nov. 1
Barbara Jankowski (MAS7) Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 7
Un Kwang Chong (BSS9) Brighton, Aug. 1
L. Stanley Clark Jr. (MSS9) Detroit, Sept. 1 1
Matthew Houser (BS90) Jackson, July 10
Julie Kay Duda (BS92) Belleville, April 19
Carolyn J. Roberts (MS93) Seneca Falls, N.Y., Aug. 9
Anne vanKlaveren (MA93) Bay City, May 26
Reggie Lewis (BS94) Jackson, June 1
Alice Stocke r -Stanley (MA95) Jackson, June 22
Ronald E. Dalton (MLS97) Waterville, Ohio, Oct. 1 1
James Steven (BS03) Dearborn Heights, Aug. 1 7
Lori A . Furca (BSN04) Canton, Oct. 25
James Manor (BS04) Las Vegas, Nev., May 6
Anthony P. Glesner (MLSOS) Lansing, Oct. 6
Jonathan M. Fenlon (BFA07) Waterford, Oct. 18
Robert C. Zinser (BSOS) Tecumseh, July 1 3

Faculty / Staff in Memoriam
Donald Brown, who taught in the EMU biology
department, died July 20.
Russell Bush, emeritus professor and former
department head of the College of Education at
EMU, died Oct. 6.
Bette Frank, who was a retired senior secretary for
the EMU Admissions Office, died June 24.
John Havranek, who was employed as physical

plant foreman for 22 years, died Aug. 24.
Linda Hogan, who was an emeritus professor of
nursing at EMU, died Nov. 1 1 .
Michael Jones (BSSS, MS65, MS67), who was a
retired professor of physical education and a much
celebrated EMU men's swimming coach, died Nov. 4
(see p.42).
Virginia North, an architect who was a former pro
fessor, program coordinator and interim depart·
ment head at EMU, died Oct. 22.
Joseph Pollack, who served as director of Charter
Schools at EMU, died Oct. 1 O.
Elizabeth Rhodes, who worked as a professor and
a department head of human, environmental and
consumer resources, died July 23.

Remembering Jon Fenlon

"I'm Jon. I consider myselfto be a combination
of a writer, an artist, an engineer and a
philosopher. Somehow it works."
-Jon Fenlon, 2008
on Fenlon (BFA07) ofWaterford passed
.
J
away on Oct. 18, 2009. He was running in
the Detroit Free Press/Flagstar marathon and
was one of three runners who died that
morning. Fenlon was 26.
Fenlon graduated from EMU with a bach
elor's degree in graphic design. After gradu
ation, he joined the Warren-based advertis
ing firm Campbell-Ewald, where he was a
junior art director. He had worked on and off
as a printer since high school, and also had
experience as a graphic designer.
An avid sports fan, Fenlon followed
EMU's basketball team and the Detroit
Tigers, and he played intramural sports. He
served as treasurer of the Ypsilanti student
chapter of the American Institute for Graphic
Arts (AIGA), the professional association for
design. And he was also active in Relay for
Life, one of his many contributions to EMU's
Campus Life and Student Affairs.
"His work for Campus Life was thoughtful
and inventive. When you spoke to him, you
could see a deep kindness in his eyes, and a
thoughtful, reflective quality;' says Melissa
Ginotti, director of Campus Life, who worked
with Jon. "We were so shocked and sad
dened to learn of Jon's death. I heard from
many of the former students who worked
together the year that Jon was in Campus
Life, and the common thread in their com
ments was, 'He was a really good guy."'
-Leah Shutes
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Making it in the 'D'

by Jeff Samoray

Honors graduate's internships-and drive-lead to entrepreneurship

I

t's no secret that many recent col
lege graduates have left Michigan
to search elsewhere for job oppor
tunities. But instead of packing her
diploma and heading for the state bor
der, Tatiana Grant found success in her
own backyard.
Grant, a 2005 cum laude graduate of
Eastern Michigan University's Honors
College with a B.S. in Public Relations,
unfurled her entrepreneurial spirit in
December 2008 and launched Infused
Public Relations and Events in
Farmington Hills. Through her network
of contacts formed through post-college
internships, Grant turned a few free
lance PR opportunities into a full
fledged business, with clients such as
The Parade Company, the Total Sports
Complex in Wixom, Christian Dior, and
the Detroit Economic Club.
"One of my instructors at Eastern,
Susan Voyles, spoke of the importance
of internships within the public rela
tions field," says Grant, 25, of
Farmington Hills. "They allow you to
build relationships and hone your skills.
I completed PR internships with FOX2
News in Detroit, John Bailey &
Associates and the North American
International Auto Show. v\/hile I was in
my senior year at Eastern, I became an
intern for the Super Bowl XL Host
Committee in Detroit. After graduating,
they brought me on full time."
After the Super Bowl, Grant interned
with Palace Sports and Entertainment
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Tatiana Grant considered the "up side" and "down side"
perspectives on staying in Michigan. She chose to stay
with great results.

in Auburn Hills and the Taubman
Company, a Bloomfield Hills-based
retail property developer.
"I've had constant opportunities in
southeast Michigan," Grant says.
"When one door closed, another one
opened. My goal was always to follow in
my family's footsteps and launch my
own business. My grandparents owned
rental properties and my uncle was a
real estate developer."
Grant initially focused on creating a
date planning service for busy profes
sionals. But she took a different path
when her phone started ringing with
requests for freelance PR, media rela
tions and event planning services.
"I set the date planning service aside
and focused on finding more P R

clients," Grant says. "The business grew
basically through my contacts and by
word of mouth."
Others outside Michigan have also
noticed Grant's work. CNNMoney.com
posted an article about Grant and her
business as part of Time Inc.'s year-long
"Assignment Detroit" series. For her
Honors College thesis at Eastern, Grant
chose to write about successful market
ing strategies Midwestern cities have
used to reinvent themselves.
"Some of the articles about Detroit
have been well-written-others have
skewed or magnified its problems,"
Grant says. "Detroit is just like any
other city in America facing economic
hardship. If you live here, you have to
take your situation and make it work to
your advantage. You can take on an
internship and try to shape that into a
full-time position. Or if you have a deep
passion for something, try turning that
into a business. There are many oppor
tunities in southeast Michigan for peo
ple who want to be entrepreneurs."
Grant says her future business goals
include solidifying her presence within
the Detroit-area PR market, expanding
her client base and hiring a few employ
ees. And yes, she offers an internship
program.
"I see many young and talented peo
ple who just need a little experience
under their belt," Grant says. "An
internship can provide a great jump
start for a career." 1:1
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Doing the Right Thing

by Jeff Samoray

Patrick Nolan practices what he teaches-by paying a 28-year-old EMU parking ticket

P

atrick Nolan, who earned a B.S. degree in Deaf
Education from Eastern in 1985, moved to
Jacksonville, Fla. in the late 1980s and enjoyed a ful
filling 1 8-year career teaching hearing-impaired students.
Since 2002, he's taught history and social studies at
Jacksonville's Sandalwood High School. One of his favorite
courses is Law Studies.
'Tm always telling my students that laws help us mainta
in a civil society," says Nolan, 46. "It's never too late to
right a wrong, no matter how trivial."
So when Nolan recently went through some boxes from
his undergraduate days, he was surprised to find notice of an
on-campus violation he received 28 years earlier-an unpaid
$5 parking ticket.
"I saved everything from my undergraduate classes," he
says. "I came across a spiral binder of notes, and the ticket
fell out. I didn't remember receiving it. I lived in Goddard
Hall and guess I had parked my car in the structure over
night and forgot to move it. I was one of the few freshmen
who had a car-it was a 1974 Ford Maverick. At the time I
must have stuffed the ticket in my backpack and figured I'd
take care of it later.
"I realized, 'Wow, no one knows that 1 never paid the
fine.' I'm not an irresponsible guy who doesn't pay his bills or
his taxes. That's why it was so funny to find this unpaid ticket
after so many years."
Following his precept to "do the right thing," Nolan wrote
a check for $ 19.60-the original fine plus (by his calcula
tions) five percent interest, compounded annually for 25
years-and mailed it with a letter to the EMU Police
Department.
"In my career, I've seen some unpaid parking tickets that
were a few years old, but never anything like this," says EMU
Chief of Police Greg O'Dell. "In fact, the officer who original
ly wrote the ticket is now a lieutenant with us. We were quite
surprised to receive Patrick's letter and payment. I think it
says a lot about Eastern graduates. It makes you feel good to
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know that our alumni have such integrity."
Nolan says he paid the ticket not only to set a good exam
ple for his students, but also to show gratitude for the educa
tion he received at Eastern.
"Eastern's education program has a long and honorable
histmy, and I'm ve1y proud to be an EMU graduate," says
Nolan, who was twice voted Teacher of the Year in Duval
County, Fla. He also received the prestigious Gladys Prior
Award for Teaching Excellence in 2006. He's currently study
ing for a master's degree in European histoty at the
University of North Florida.
"I had a great experience at Eastern and had wonderful pro
fessors. My education has aUowed me to go a long way in my
career, and I owe a lot of that to what I learned there.'' l!
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"Iron Mike" Couldn't Help but Encourage
Swimming and diving coach Mike Jones' life inspires endowed scholarship

by Leah Shutes

"Do you want to be good . . . or do
hard leg muscles," fellow gym rat
you want to be great?"
Sidney Gendin, professor of philos
- Mike Jones
ophy oflaw at Eastern, had "Team
etired EMU swim coach
Jones" T-shirts made and distrib
Mike Jones, a man who
uted to Jones' workout buddies.
touched and changed
"Mike would have risen to 'leg
many lives, died on Nov. 4, 2009.
end status' anywhere, in any profes
Jones, who had been a successful
sion," Walker says. "I feel lucky to
and beloved coach at Eastern for
have shared the same breathing
space with this remarkable man."
22 years, was 75.
Jones graduated from EMU in
Jones's achievements have been
celebrated in many ways. The
1955, and went on to coach a suc
cessful swim team at Hazel Park
Michigan Legislature declared Feb.
High School from 1960 to 1966.
27, 1971, "Mike Jones Day." In
The next year, he returned to his
1985, Jones was inducted into the
Inspired coaching was just one of the characteristics for which mentor
alma mater as assistant swimming and self-proclaimed "gym rat" Mike Jones will be remembered.
EMU Hall of Fame. And in 1989,
coach under Bill Lewis, and was
the year afterJones retired from
named head coach a year later when
coaching at EMU, the University offi
Miami University. "He just could not
cially changed the name of the Olds/IM
seem to help himself when someone
Lewis returned to Miami University.
performed well. Often, we'd see his
Jones led EMU to its first-ever MAC
pool to the Michael H. Jones
Natatorium. It is more commonly
wide smile and quick running up to the
championship in 1 977-78, and took the
known as the Jones pool.
team to the NAIA national champi
finish lane to congratulate and inspire
"Eastern Michigan University is
an athlete after a great effort. It was
onship tournament his first four seadeeply saddened by the loss of Mike
inspirational to witness."
sons.
Jones," EMU Director of Athletics Dr.
Gle1rn Walker, professor of biology
He was known as an inspiration for
Derrick Gragg said in a news release.
and one ofJones's close friends, remem
his swimmers, always enthusiastic and
"Coach Jones is certainly a legend in the
bers Jones as a great story-teller, one of a
supportive-and those who worked
world of intercollegiate swimming and
group of"gym rats" who worked out
with him remember that this encour
one of the cornerstones of EMU's ath
together. 'While we'd often gather to
agement extended to everyone he met,
letic success over the past 40 years."
discuss topics of a wide-ranging nature,"
not only his team. He was always opti
Jones leaves behind his wife,Judy
Walker says, "Mike was always refresh
mistic about what each of his team
Bates Jones, two sons and four grand
ingly honest. No sugar-coating, just pure
members could do, and when they
Mike. We loved and respected that about children. To honor him, the family has
made even the smallest of accomplish
established the Michael H. Jones Men's
him. However, it was Mike's warmth,
ments, he made sure to acknowledge it.
Swimming Endowment at Eastern
wit and sense of humor that made him a
"Coach Jones went out of his way to
University. Contributions
Michigan
compliment, congratulate, and show his legend in and out ofEMU-it wasn't
may be made through the EMU
just his coaching skills."
terrific smile to me and other competi
Athletic Development Office, 799 N.
In honor of"Iron Mike's" impressive
tors back in my day," says Grey Wilson
aerobic capacity and, says Walker, "rock- Hewitt Road, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197. t!I
'75, now the head swimming coach at
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- Big Bucks for College
Family Connections W

ho will be next? For 40 years, the EMU Alumni
Association Scholarship has provided a means
for children and grandchildren of alumni to continue
the Eastern legacy. (L-R) Caitlin Burns of Westland,
the daughter of Dawn Smith peters Burns (BS89), is a
current Alumni Association Scholar. Caitlin is the
president of EMU's Student Organization for Alumni
Relations (SOAR), and is the current Miss Westland.
Spread the word: freshmen, sophomores or trans
fer students who are children or grandchildren of
alumni are eligible to apply. The amount is $ 1 ,250
per academic year, and it may be renewed for up to
four consecutive years for a maximum of $5,000. A
graduate level Alumni Association Scholarship is also
available to legacy students who will be enrolled as
first-semester graduate students in Fall 2010.The
amount granted is $ 1 ,250 per academic year, and it
may be renewed for two consecutive years for a
maximum of $2,500.
For complete scholarship guidelines, require
ments and an application, visit emich.edu/
alumni/awards/scholar.html. Contact the Office
for Alumni Relations at 734.487.0250 or
alumni.relations@emich.edu for more information.
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P 1 oto Gallery

lDP LEFT: -¥:f Metro Alumni Chapter 'Tlel"lber; C..-F ) Je-r J Gemignani (3�l). Patrick S:hulz (BBA04), Erad Cashin, Julie Ruelle 8502), Dustin
Crawforc(E 3!>.06), Lisa Wolf (8505) and Rachell'! lAer.: rr ( 3BA02) cheered :i11 :he Eagle at a football w,tch party Sept. 19 at Mrro 53 in New York.
,DP RIG -IT: EMU alumna Nichole Franci� Reyr-0 ds (3/13 7) and Fred Reyro cs visit v1it, President Martin at the alumni and frier ds reception at
tlle Ra1 bJm House in Washington, D.C.

"'IOVE LE Ff: Rob Rubick (WEMU radio), fo mer b0tta I peyer and E-Gridrc n: group pre; dent Brett Pete5mark (B587) and Matt ShEpard (WEMU
-.a :lio) jo ned !::le EMU tailgate before the EML ·,s Lniwers :} of Michigan 9JnE i-i Ann .e.rbor. ABOVE RIGHT: Eastern alumni gather'2d to share stories
:t the ta·1�a:: prior to the EMU vs. Northwestern J,i'J: sit, ;iame in Evanscn, Ill.

/.BIJVE LE'-· :L-R) Karen DeGrendel, Henr:- De<:renca (3�0, MA65), ard - �, Holle:1 '.8559, MA76) pa-ticipated in the Golden �ears 50th
r�Lrion ard >econnected with friends at the ,0111�conir� Alumni Tailgcte. "'BOVE RIGHT: Maynard H,irris (B553,MA59), left, pr:sident of the
1-lrc 1 Rcsk>:1:ion Alumni Chapter, reconn=cts v,,if1 EMU 1:lumni at Horrecn 11ing.
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TOP: former cheerleader Helen (Grice) hrs (6559), is at the cent-:!r of the moment as current EMU cheerleaders st-ow potential future cheer ead
ers the r:>pes at the Homecoming AIJ,r ITailgate.

A BOOE LEFT: (L-R) Karinda Washingt::r (6501 ). Curtis Meekin� (BEA01 ), Monica Jones (6501 ), Terrance Thomps,)n (6592) and George Easc,n
(BSS,:, of the Black Alumni Chapter p-:n1oted their book schclarship to students at the annual "Young and Suc:essful" program in Best H311.
For nore information about the sch:lrship, visit emuba.org. �BCtVE RIGHT: Susan Jablonski (6593) and her two daughters came out to ;h:iw
theit EMU pride at the EMU tailgate eat �orthwestern.
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Busting the Busy Blockade
Done right, giving won't monopolize your time
hink of a time in your life when someone helped you in a
significant way. Remember how you felt? Perhaps it
sparked in you the beginnings of understanding why it is
critical to give back-to support causes and people you
believe in.
Now ask yourself, how much of this kind of giving is
woven into the fabric of your life? And how much of it is an
afterthought ... a checklist item to be completed before the
end of the holiday season? After spending nearly 20 years
doing philanthropic work, I've heard almost eve1y reason
why people don't give back to others-or don't do it regu
larly. At the top of the list: 'Tm too busy."
T

There's no doubt that you're a busy person. But giving,
when done right, can really connect you to a cause and
enrich your life. It is a way to extend yourself and your val
ues; it is an expression of yourself through the investments
of time, talent and treasure you contribute. And, whether
it's donating funds to the relief efforts in Haiti or volunteer
ing at your local soup kitchen, countless people need-and,
yes, deserve-your help.
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by Doug Ferrick

Now, I was not a math major at EMU, but by my calcula
tions, there are 8,736 hours in one year. If we are honest, we
will admit that those hours provide sufficient time for our
careers, families, some fun and even a little sleep. Precious
hours remain. How will you spend them? Are you willing to
take a few of your 8,700 hours-maybe 10 or 100-to put
"boots on the ground" for others this year?
Here are two quick ways to topple the "too busy" block
ade and effectively devote some of your available hours to
worthwhile causes:
1 . Realize that the best charities want a dialogue with
their donors-not necessarily oodles of your time. Charities
need advocates. They need people ask
questions and give input. So, when you
receive an e-mail or brochure from a chari
ty, read it, and then respond to them with
your ideas. Or, share the information with
others. Talk about the cause the next time
you change your Face book status or tweet.
Knowledge is power, and there is power in
numbers. Use all your communication
channels to mobilize both.
2.Join a monthly donor program
through electronic funds transfer. Random
gifts are great, but sustained giving helps
organizations plan and apply resources
more strategically.
So many donors think, "What could my
small investment of time and money really
do?" The answer is: a lot, especially when combined with
the efforts of others. Start today, by finding an organization
whose cause captures your heart. Then, start building a rela
tionship that draws from your talents and your connec
tions-and your wallet. As a bonus, you will receive more
than you give. Trust me on this one.
-Ferrick (BS92) is currently the senior director of donor
relations at the United Way of Southeastern Michigan.

al
Take Five with Caroline Sanders
Regional Manager of EMU's Detroit Campus
Warm, energetic, driven-these three words describe EMU
Detroit's regional manager and Alumni Board membe,� Caroline
Sanders. A n o n -traditional student, she spent herfirst few semesters
at Oakland Community College before transferring to Eastern's
main campus just tofinish up-or, that was the plan. She now
holds three degrees and is working on herfourth. And she stillfinds
the time and ambition to help every student she meets.
Eastern: Who influenced you when you were pursuing your
bachelor's degree at EMU?

Sanders: It was mostly internal, because I had been

denied so much advancement in my life. Finally I
got sick of that and I knew I needed to get an
education. I own my education-no one can
take that away from me. I did have one great
aunt who was an educator in Toledo for SO
years. She helped me as much as she could, with
anything from money for books to emotional sup
port. She was the only one who encouraged me;
she believed I could do it.
Eastern: You were EMU's 2002 Gold

Medallion Winner as Student
Innovator. Have those qualities helped
in your job?

Sanders: I won the award because I creat

ed the EMU Students with Children
organization. Going to school is hard for stu
dents with children, and I thought it unfair
that there was nothing out there to help
them. I'm persistent-that's an under
statement-and hardheaded, and I always
believe that there is an alternate way to do
something. We'll see how things work. If
we fail, we fail. My philosophy is "Tell

by Leah Shutes

me how it will work. Don't tell me first how it won't work."

Eastern: Had you always wanted to be regional manager of the
Detroit campus?

Sanders: No. In fact, when I first heard about the job, I was

not interested. My friends and colleagues pressured me into
considering the position because of my love for the city of
Detroit and for students. I got here, and I loved it. Now, I
love my job and I enjoy helping students.

Eastern: What are your long-term ambitions for EMU-Detroit?
Sanders: I want people to know about us. I want to

reach out more to the city of Detroit by expanding the
campus to multiple locations. There are a few areas
that are underserved, such as the Dovmriver area.
There are students who either are not aware of us, or
are just not receiving help they need and deserve.
Eastern: What makes you laugh?

Sanders: Myself. I do have the ability

to laugh at myself. My daughter 1s
pretty comical. My staff in Detroit.
And the general public. We have
lots of different headquarters for
different City of Detroit depart
ments in our building, so some
times it feels like we encounter
people from every walk of life.
They help me remain grounded and
able to appreciate the blessings that we
all have and should share. I just love
people watching, and I don't take
things too seriously. I!
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